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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Chiofaro Company has retained the authors of this 
report to study the potential pedestrian level wind 
impacts associated with the developnent of International 
Place at Fort Hill Square. The wind studies have been 
undertaken in two parts. Part 1, which was completed in 
March 1984, documented Pedestrian Flow Visualization 
Testing. The Part 1 Studies had six objectives: 
1. Provide general conclusions on the nature of the wind 
environment in the project. site area. 
2. Describe, qualitatively, the nature and locations of 
project-related changes in the wind environment. 
3. Test the relative difference in wind environment 
associated with various phases of project developnent. 
4. Compare qualitatively the wind environment at the 
International Place site to wind conditions adjacent 
to other tall buildings in Boston. 
5. Investigate potential for affecting local dispersion 
of air pollutants, and 
6. Select the ground level locations from which the 
detailed, quantitative wind tunnel data would be 
recorded in the subsequent Part 2 wind tunnel modeling 
effort. 
The object! ves of part one were accomplished through 
"smoke test" observations of flow patterns in the wind 
tunnel under a variety of wind speeds and directions. 
This report is Part 2 of the pedestrian level wind 
studies. The purpose of Part 2 is to present the results 
of the quantitative analysis that has been undertaken 
based upon the results of Part 1. Numerical analysis of 
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mean wind speeds and effective gust velocities for the 
pre-construction, Phase I and Phase II configurations of 
International Place has been undertaken in the Colorado 
State University (CSU) wind tt.mnel. Statistical 
representations of pedestrian level wind velocities were 
obtained at approximately 50 receptor locations, about the 
project site, selected based upon Part 1 results. The 
receptor site locations chosen are depicted in Figures 1 
through 3. The numbers of test sites chosen, by site 
configuration, are as follows: 
PRE - Preconstruction configuration, 47 locations (see 
Figure 1) plus a calculated open-country site. 
PHl - Phase 1 (south) tower and a portion of the enclosed 
courtyard, 50 locations (see Figure 2). 
PH2 - Complete project including south tower, north tower 
and lowrise structure, 47 locations (see Figure 3). 
The results of the quantitative wind tunnel modeling 
at these receptor sites have been recorded and compared to 
the ambient wind environment in Boston, to existing wind 
levels at other existing sites in the financial district, 
and to the informal BRA wind design guidance level 
(effective gust velocity exceeded 1% of the time .::_ 31 mph). 
2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Based upon the exhaustive wind tunnel modeling analysis 
the authors have arrived at several conclusions. Among 
the more salient points are the following: 
0 Bos ton is an extremely windy city. Effective gust 
velocities exceeded one percent of the time, even in 
open areas not influenced by adjacent high-rise 
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sti"Uctures {such as locations s:brdlar to Piers :ls. 
3.~ and 4 aod I.oga.fl 
City es Jn:t:o:cIDal wiud d~:;a ls JJ 
mph small changes in. the oa t11.cctl ~d.nd Held ct.t:i.1 r·c:sult 
in exceedances of the criterion. AccordJ.ngly care 
must be take1 in applying the tutormal w:tnd design 
guidance, and in interpreting the significau.ce of w:ind 
levels in Bos tou. o 
o Existing ·wto.d ve1od ti.es at six of the 4·7 PRE receptor 
lo ca ti.ons exceed the info1:mal wind desigu guidance 
leveL The highest of these is 49 mph, which is well 
above the 31 mph design guidance criterion.. 
1'hese areas of elev·at•.::d pe.destrian wfod levels reflect 
Bos ton's high ambient wind levels and the ef.fects of 
ex.is ting hlgh-· .. -'1.se construction. These receptor-
lo cations 1.ncJ ·~de : 
#2 Franklin/Congress @ 36 mph 
124 Harbor Towers Site @ 37 mph 
#25 Harbor Towers Site @ 36 mph 
1132 At.lant:f.c Avenue @ 49 mph 
1133 Atlantic Ave,u.ue @ 33 mph 
:/134 Expreasway/PedeatJ:i.an Bridge @ 34 
o The introduction of Intecnati.ona1 Place affects local 
wind envlron:went in a c.ou1pleJ.i:: marua.er '.fhe\:a an~ 
increases aud decreases in wind speed :1 and areas in 
which no change takes place.. The presence of fo.terna:~­
tional Place (fu.11. Build) gene1·a.lly increases wlnd 
speeds immedfately adjacent to the project site 
Howeveri fo. all but two cases the modeled wind speeds 
do not eKceed the City's informal w:lud design guidance 
cri te ri ou * The except ions are : 
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1137 Oliver Street, where effective gust velocity is 
34 mph, only 3 mph above the design guidance criterion 
and 4 mph above the ambient Boston wind levels. 
1138 Oliver Street, where effect! ve gust velocity is 
35 mph, 4 mph above the design guidance criterion and 
5 mph above ambient. 
0 The introduction of International Place decreases wind 
levels at eleven locations. Sites 1133 and 1134, 
Atlantic Avenue and the pedestrian bridge above the 
expressway, were brought from PRE levels above the 
City design guidance criterion (33 mph and 36) to 
levels at or near the 31 mph criterion. 
o One wind hot spot stands out in the analysis. It 
is location #32, on Atlantic Avenue, east of the 
International Place site. Its PRE, PH! and PH2 
effective gust levels are 49 mph, 47 mph and 
53 mph respectively. These troublesome levels 
exist with or without the project. The project 
has relatively little effect on the elevated winds 
here. 
These points demonstrate that the International Place 
site is fairly representative of the wind environment in 
Boston. The introduction of International Place (full 
Build) will alter the effect! ve gust velocities primarily 
on the streets and sidewalks immediately abutting the 
site. At these locations winds will be increased, but the 
expected increases result in acceptable conditions for 
pedestrian level activity. No passive recreation areas 
are affected and the streets remain suitable for 
pedestrian traffic. 
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The changes in wind speeds are cons is tent with the 
types and magnitude of changes one should expect at an 
exposed lo ca ti on in a windy city. The design has no 
unique characteristics which exaggerate pedestrian level 
winds.. On the contrary, the wind tunnel results indicate 
the smooth cylindrical shapes of the high rise elements 
help minimize potential for increases in pedestrian level 
winds. 
Therefore, test results lead to a conclusion that 
predicted pedestrian winds resulting from International 
Place are not excessive for Boston, and should not create 
an unpleasant pedestrian environment. 
3. MEASUREMENT APPROACH AND RESULTS 
Pedestrian velocity measurements were made in the same 
boundary layer wind tunnel used for the flow visualization 
study* (see Figure B.l). Three approach botmdary layers 
were established to represent the three different upstream 
approach roughness categories typical of Boston. The 
target boundary la ye rs (defined as "A", "B", and "C "), and 
their azimuthal ranges, are given in Appendix B. Measure-
ments of the boundary layer characteristics are described 
in Appendix B showing that the target approach boundary 
la ye rs were achieved. Appendix B also shows vertical 
profiles of wind velocity at the project site in the PRE 
configuration. 
Mean and root-mean-square (RMS) wind velocities were 
measured at each pedestrian location in each of the three 
* Peterka, J .A. and J.E. Cermak, Wind Tunnel Study of 
International Place, Boston, Part 1: Pedestrian Flow 
Visualization, CSU Project 2-958200, March 1984) 
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configurations for 16 wind directions. This data repre-
sents 2320 individual measurements. Non-dimensional wind 
velocities were utilized by dividing by the wind tunnel 
reference velocity (V inf) at 900 ft. This reference 
velocity was at gradient level for boundary layer "A", 
(see Appendix B) and somewhat below gradient for boundary 
la ye rs "B" and .. C ". 
Mean, RMS and effective gust (mean plus 1.5 RMS) velo-
cities are shown as percentages of the reference velocity 
(Vinf) in Table 2 and the Figures of Appendix C. 
One location in particular needs explanation. Loca-
tion 48 in the PRE configuration was not a measured loca-
tion, but represents a theor~tical "open space" location 
with a mean velocity of 
(__L) 0.16 900 x 100 percent of vinf 
This is the mean velocity at 6 feet in a 0.16 power law 
boundary layer (similar to boundary layer "A"). An RMS 
velocity of 11 percent of V inf was selected as a typical 
measured value in open country. This theoretical pedes-
trian location was included for reference purposes and to 
show typical wind velocities of unobstructed flow for 
Boston. 
Table 2 and Appendix C show that the highest mean 
velocities, for all three configurations, as a percentage 
of the mean velocity at 900 feet (V inf), were measured 
at location 24 at the base of the Harbor Towers northeast 
of the project site. These values ranged from 86 to 90 
percent of Vin£9 In the PRE configuration, locations 
33, 25, 32 and 2 (all away from the project site) had mean 
velocities greater than 70 percent of Vinf for at least 
one wind direction. With the inclusion of International 
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Place, locations 37, 38, 40, 41, 44 and 45, immediately 
about the project base showed mean velocities ranging from 
70-77 percent of Vinf for at least one wind direction. 
The highest values of effective gust velocity in the 
PRE configuration (represented by the mean plus 1.5 RMS), 
presented as a percentage of the mean velocity at 900 
feet, were measured at locations 24, 25, 32 and 33. The 
highest values ranged from 100 to 108 percent of the mean 
velocity at 900 feet (Vinf ). With the PHl or PH2 
configurations, several additional points indicated gust 
velocities above 100 percent for one or more wind 
directions: locations 26, 38, 40, 41, 46 and 50. These 
values ranged from 100-112 percent of Vinf· 
Velocity percentages provide an indication of general 
levels of pedestrian comfort. However, they do not 
reflect the frequency with which winds approach from a 
particular sector; nor do they reflect the probability of 
approaching high winds occurring within each sector. The 
result of accounting for these effects is described below. 
The quantitative prediction of pedestrian wind enviro-
nment was made by combining the statistical description of 
the wind, discussed in Appendix A, with the data of 
Table 2. The resulting statistical distributions of wind 
speeds are presented in the figures of Appendix D. These 
show the percentage of time that mean wind speeds or 
effective (mean + 1.5 RMS) gust velocities exceed a given 
level. On the basis of the figures of Appendix D, the 
position with the highest wind speeds was predicted to be 
loca.tion 32, across the freeway from the project site. 
This location, at the corner of a building, had high mean 
wind speeds and effect! ve gust velocities for both the 
build and no-build cases. 
0 f in te rest is the value of mean wind speeds and 
effective gust velocity exceeded one percent of the time. 
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Summaries of mean and effective gust velocities exceeded 
one percent of the time are shown in Tables la and lb. 
Note that location 48 in the PRE (No-Build) configuration 
is calculated, not measured. It corresponds to an open 
site, such as the airport directly across Fort Point 
Channel from the project site. Tables la and lb show that 
both the mean wind speeds and effective gust velocities 
tended to increase or decrease together with addition of 
PH! or PH2 to the site. 
Several observations are evident from the Table: 
o location 48 in the PRE (No-Build) configuration, rep-
resenting open terrain, ha~ an effective gust velocity 
of 30 mph, only 1 mph below the city design guidance 
criterion. At Location 31, in an open area where some 
shielding from the mass of the city can be felt, ef-
fect! ve gust velocities averaged 28 mph for the three 
cases, 3 mph below the design guidance criterion. 
These two locations demonstrate the naturally windy 
environment in the City of Bos ton. They also show 
that small increases in wind velocity may cause 
exceedences of the informal design guidance criterion. 
o Locations where PH! and PH2 decreased wind speeds 
included 5, 7, 12, 34. 
o Locations where PH! and PH2 increased wind speeds 
included 4, 8, 14, 18-21, 29, 36-41, 43-47. 
o Locations where gust wind speeds were above 31 mph in 
the PRE (No-Build) configuration included 2, 24, 25, 
32-34. These locations are at corners of existing 
structures. 
o Locations where PH! or PH2 caused gust velocities to 
increase above 31 mph at the one percent exceedance 
level included locations 40, 45 through 47, and 50 for 
PHl, and 37 and 38 for PH2. These locations are pri-
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marily at the base of the International Place proj-
ect. The maximum wind levels were 37 mph, (location 
47) under PHl, and 35 mph (location 38) under the PH2 
configuration. Increases above the design guidance 
criterion were also measured at locations 26 and 29. 
These are attributed to the proposed Rowes Wharf 
development which was included in the PH! and PH2 
configurations, but not in the PRE configuration. In 
addition, the exceedences at location 40 and 45 
through 47 will be temporary since these exceedences 
no longer occur under the PH2 configuration. 
o Location 50 in the PH! configuration had a gust velo-
city of 33 mph, however, this point cannot be compared 
directly to the PRE or PH2 configurations as buildings 
occupy this location under these cases. 
o The largest single effective gust velocity attribut-
able to the completed International Place was 35 mph 
(location 35). Sites in the PRE (preconstruction) 
configuration whose peak gusts exceeded 35 mph were 2, 
24, 25, 32, and 34. 
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TABLE la 
MEAN VELOCITIES (mph) EXCEFDED ONE PERCENT 
OF THE TIME 
location Confi&!!ra ti on Location Confi~ra ti on 
PRE PHl PH2 PRE PHl PH2 
1 20 19 18 26 22 25 25 
2 25 24 23 27 20 23 22 
3 16 16 16 28 19 13 18 
4 16 16 20 29 20 22 24 
5 22 17 19 30 14 14 16 
6 16 16 17 31 22 20 22 
7 20 16 14 32 34 33 37 
8 11 17 16 33 25 22 22 
9 14 16 16 34 25 21 21 
10 16 14 16 35 12 14 13 
11 17 17 17 36 9 21 16 
12 20 17 15 37 12 22 26 
13 16 16 15 38 13 20 24 
14 13 15 16 39 14 17 17 
15 17 18 20 40 9 25 21 
16 13 10 13 41 14 22 23 
17 15 16 15 42 13 14 14 
18 12 20 23 43 9 16 17 
19 10 17 17 44 12 18 23 
20 9 12 19 45 13 22 20 
21 12 17 16 46 14 21 21 
22 14 13 14 47 14 26 21 
23 15 15 15 48 22* 16** 
24 28 29 29 49 17** 
25 21 26 27 50 21** 
* Dlis velocity for PRE configuration only corresponds 
to a calculated open-country velocity with V/V = 0.45 
-- see text. 
** locations which existed only for configuration PHl. 
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TABLE lb ---
GUST ~!:1EAN ... ±-J.:!.1 .... ~~ ... Y.~LOCt~!E!~ . .,~m~L~.EE-~F:Q 
ONE PERCENT OF THE TIME 
·-~ ......... ____ 'l<ll.\Ml-..-.Jaa------.-...~·.-,~·--
Location ... Confiauration Location Conf J. gura ti on -·-·---· PRE PHl PH2 PRE PHl PH2 
1 30 28 27 26 31 34 35 
2 36 35 34 27 29 30 30 
3 26 27 26 28 27 21 27 
4 25 26 29 29 28 31 34 
5 30 24 26 30 22 21 24 
6 24 24 24 31 28 27 29 
7 28 23 21 32 49 47 53 
8 18 26 24 33 33 31 31 
9 21 24 24 34 36 32 32 
10 24 20 23 3.5 18 21 20 
11 2'l 24 26 36 14 .30 25 
12 27 24 22 37 19 31 34 
13 24 23 23 38 21 27 35 
14 22 23 24 39 22 24 25 
15 25 24 27 40 15 34 30 
16 21 16 29 41 21 30 31 
17 22 22 22 42 20 23 21 
18 19 27 30 43 15 24 25 
19 15 23 25 44 19 28 31 
20 14 18 26 45 21 32 31 
21 18 25 23 46 21 33 30 
22 22 20 22 47 24 37 30 
23 25 25 25 48 30* 25** 
24 37 37 38 49 27** 
25 36 36 38 50 33** 
* This velocity for PRE configura ti.on only corresponds 
to a calculated open-country velocity with V/V = 
0 .. 45, Vrms/V = 0 .. 11 -- see text .. 
** Locations which e:.rls ted only for configuration PHl. 
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8 3 29. ' 270. 00 34 .9 7 4 27 l 2'2 50 37 8 ' 2 Zl 3 315 00 :n t '5 e 22 7 337 .'50 ll l 
!..OCATIOH 12 
UJft$/UIHF UllEAH+t ,.U,llSIUI Hf llf IHD IJftEAH/U I Hf 
(PERCENT i (PUC ENT) AZ I PIUTH ! PERCENT> 
ti t 43 .. 0 .00 22. I e ' "" e 22 '50 34.6 l l f, 64 1 45 .00 34 ' 13. 7 Sl f, 67 so S0.9 
l7 1 '' ' 90 .00 57.0 13. 4 ,7 ' 112 . 50 ,7.9 l l l 48 8 !3' 00 40., 13 t s;, ' 1'7 '50 24.3 tl 9 51 0 tlO 00 39 2 11 , 4'. 3 202.50 33 .8 
10. 2 33 0 225. 00 22 .0 
14 8 " 4 247 '50 10. 8 l4 ' '' 8 270.00 n.o 1 2 1 47. 8 2'2 "' 20.0 11 0 4 t. 4 31' 00 17 .0 







11 2 ., ' ' ' tt 0 
' '5 l 1 1 
7 I 
11 2 to ., 
8 7 e o 
UIPPIS/U I Hf 
! PERCENT) 
10 ' II 2 







4 ' 8 5 





'51 . J 




57 ' 38. 8 






TABLE 2--PEMSTRIAN lllND YEl..OCl Tl ES AND TURIULEMCE INTENSITIES 
IHTERH1HIOHAL FLAC£ PIU CONSTRUCT ION SITE 
LOC:AT!OH 13 LOCATION 14 
WIND !JllEU/UJNF URllS/U INF UllEAN+t '•UR"S/UIHF lllNO UflE AH /U I HF UP!llS/U I HF UMEAN+ l 5•UR!tS/UIHF 
AZ IPllJTtf <PUCEHTi c PUCEHT '.• <PERCENT> AZ I MUTH <PERCENT> <PERCENT> < PERCEMP 
¢ 00 41.' 11 . 1 SI 2 0 00 23.6 '·' 38 5 u 5•) 3'. 5 9.4 50., 22.50 t8 7 7.8 30.3 
45 00 34.' 12.7 , •• C; 45.00 20.5 8.4 33.2 
'7 50 23. J ' 0 3, 8 '7 50 16. l '-2 25.4 '°· oc. 38 3 t 1 7 " 8 ,0.00 31 .5 It. 4 41 ' 112 50 457 10 J . 2 tl2.50 29 .2 10.7 45.2 135. 00 47. 1 7.7 SI. 7 135. 00 25., 7. 7 37 ' 157 50 37 7 7. 1 48.J 157.50 27.9 7.4 J9. 0 
160 00 u. e ' 0 40 3 180. 00 25.0 7., 36 5 202 50 19. l 8 4 J 1. 7 202.50 22. t 5.0 J l I 225. 00 u.o 8. I 21 1 22S.OO 21. 7 7., 33.6 
247 50 13.4 ' 5 
U.1 247.50 10.4 5 4 ll. 5 
27Ci C•'-• 21. 8 11. 2 38.' 270.00 21.4 13. 7 48 ' 2'2 50 u. 6 15.5 49.9 2t2. 50 29 .8 12. 2 48.l 
31, (I(< 19. 4 12 1 37 ' 315 .OCt 21.4 10. 7 44 4 337.50 36. 1 11. 7 53  JJ7 50 25.l '·' Jt.' 
LOCr.TtOH 1!5 LO CAT ION u 
WINO U"£U/UJHF UHS/U INF U"EAH+I '•UR .. S/UINF lllND UllE AM /U I HF UR .. S/U I NF UM£AM+ l 5•UR"S/UIHF 
AZ lftUTtf <PE,:EHTi C PE'-CEHT i C PERCE HT> AZI "UTH <PHCUT> < PHCEHT i < PHCENT i 
¢. (•(• 32 3 ' 7 4' 8 0.00 21 .3 7.9 n.2 £2 50 32 9 7.4 44.0 22 .50 20., 5.0 H.2 .. ., 0(> 47 1 12. 7 " 2 45.00 25 .I 1.2 31.1 ,7 50 34 4 12.2 52 7 '7.50 24.J I ' 37.2 ,0.00 ze. e 12 ' 47. f, ,0.00 32 .3 12 .I 51 .4 112. 50 24.4 9.8 39. 0 112. 50 33 .2 11. 9 51. 0 
135 00 28. 7 11. 0 45 2 135 00 43.8 8.4 ". 5 
157. 50 4 7. l 8.4 " 7 157.50 25 .• 7.6 37 2 110 o~ 44 8 • l 57 2 180 00 17.' 5 5 27.6 
202 50 Jt. J 7.t 51 1 202.50 15.5 I. I 2J .2 
225. 00 2' 4 e ' 39 2 225.00 3' ·' 12 ·' ".1 247. 50 21. l 10. 7 37.l 24 7. 50 29 4 .8 48 ' 270.00 27., I l. 3 44.' 270.00 18. 7 10.3 34 l 
2'2. 50 2' 2 1(o. 4 44. 8 292.50 19. 7 9.J ll., 
315 (I(• 27 3 ' 3 41 3 315 00 24.5 ' 8 3' .2 337.50 27.4 8 3 39 8 337. 50 21.9 8.2 34.2 
TABLE 2--PEOEST•IAH llNO VELOCITIES ANO TURI ULEN CE INTENSITIES 
INTE•NATlONAl PLAC£ F•E COHST•UCTIOH SIT£ 
l..OCATIOH 17 LOCATION 18 
UI HO U"fAff;'UIH' UlltS/UIHF UftUH+t 5•UlftS/UIHf UHi> Uft[AH/U IMf URl'IS/UINF UftEAH+t '*UlftS/UtHf 
AZ UIJIJ! H (PERCENT> <PERCENT> <PERCENT> AZUUTH (PERCE HT) <PERCENT> <PERCENT) 
0 00 23., 8., 3'. 3 0.00 20., '·' 3,.4 22.,0 2S. 8 7.t 37. 7 22.50 21.1 '·' 42 .3 45 (*0 24.4 9 0 Ji". ' 45.00 ll.7 to ' 41.' ,7. ,. 22., ••• 34.t u .so 2' .4 '.1 40 .0 90. 00 38. 2 9.8 '2.8 90 00 25 .2 .. , JI 0 
l t 2 'C) 30 4 lO.' 4'. 3 l 12. 50 22.t ' 8 33 .2 us 00 36 1 ' l so.o 135.00 ll.S u .a 49 .2 
1 '1 'c 25.6 IO. S 41. 4 157.SO 35.7 12 ·' 54.6 180 00 27.0 It. s 44. 2 180 00 3' .1 U.J "·' 202. so 28.1 11. 2 45.7 202 so 23.3 10 J 38 .1 
225 00 to. 1 4 ' 
17.0 22'.00 l4 .8 7. l 25.4 
247. ,0 u.' 8.0 JI. 6 247.50 14.8 s., 23 .2 
Z70 00 31 8 '·' 4' 2 270 .00 IS .S 6.2 H.I 2'2. 50 3'.7 10.2 u • 292.50 u.o 4.4 u.s 315. 00 21. l t.t 43.0 JU.00 IS. I 5.t 23 ·' 
337 ,. 24.0 ••• 37.4 337 so 11. I 7.2 7.t 
LOCATION 1' LOCATION 20 
WlHO UftUH/UIHf UIUIS/Ulllf UftEAN+t.S•U•ftS/UIHf ...... UllUtH/UIHf U•HS/U IHF UHEAM+l.,•U•ftS/UlNF 
AZIHUTM <PERCENT> <PERCENT> C.: PERCENT> AZl"UTH < PEIC£NT> (PERCENT> (PERCENT> 
O.C,O 19. 0 8.S Jl.8 0.00 12 .S 6.1 22., 
U.50 U.l 7.4 nz 22.50 14. 7 4.7 21.I 
45. 00 23.4 .., . n.2 4S.OO 24 0 ••• 3'. l 
67.SO 15.' ' ' 25-. l 67.50 H.7 6.7 H.t to.oo 17. I ' l 2' ' 90.00 U.6 '. 1 H.I 112. so 2'.7 8.6 "·' 112 .so ZZ. I 7.0 32.6 135. 00 n.o t.S 47. 2 US.00 24 .• 7.t 3' .7 
U7.SO 30.6 1(r. 7 ., 7 IS7. so 30 .2 ,.7 43 .2 
180. 06 U.t 11. 2 47. 7 ll0.00 Z6. l .8 40.I 
202.so 21.6 , ' U.t 202. "' ".s 6.7 2' .6 225 00 20.0 7 2 JO • HS.00 H.O 7.t 17 .• 
247 so 14.9 s.e 236 247.SO 14.0 S.t Z2 .• 
270.00 11.' 4 5 18.' 270 .00 10.8 S.2 11.6 
2'2. so IO. t 3 8 U.6 292.50 IO .5 '. t 18.2 
315. 00 ' ' l.t 15. J JU .oo 10.0 4.2 ".J U7.50 11. I '. l 11.8 337.SO 9.2 3.9 u I 
TABLE 2--PEMSTlf JAN WINO YELOC:ITIES ANO TURBULENCE JNTENSI TIES 
! tiTEPHr.TI l!Hfll FLAC:E Fiii'[ C OHS TRUC:T IOH SITE 
LOCAT! OH 21 LOCATION 22 
.. ItW !JrttAH/UIHf UIUIS/U INF Uft!:AN+l '•URftS/UIHF ltlND Uft!ANIU I Hf U9'ft$/U I Hf Uft!AN+ I '•UJ.ftS!UINf 
!4Zl!Hf!H (PERCENT> c PERCENT> <PERCENT> AZ I NUTH C PERCENT> ! PERCENT> !PERCENT> 
ti f\(1 18 7 8 2 31. 0 0.00 Ii'. 7 ' ' 27., ~2 5(: 3'. 7 U.8 64. ' 22.50 24.2 8.2 36.' 45. (o!) 24 2 8.7 J7. 2 4S.OO J4.9 14. 3 ". J 67. ,0 21 2 7 8 32. ' 67.,0 19.9 7.7 31. 4 '(<. ,.~ 2£. 1 ' 8 40 ' 90.00 37.9 10 4 S3.5 l l 2. '(' 2S 4 11. 0 41. ' 112 .50 43.2 14.S ".0 us. 00 26. t 10 7 42 2 us. 00 24.7 t.8 n.J 
157. so 2'. 3 8.3 38.8 1'7.50 23.I 8. I 35.3 
180. 00 30.S • 5 4l 2 110. 00 1' .4 s.s 24 ' 202. ,0 27.4 t.4 41.' 202. 50 13. I 4.2 19. 4 
22S.OO 1'. 0 ' • 26 2 225.00 t.2 l 2 14 . t 24 7. so 12.' 4 ' 1'. 4 24 7. so 21. 3 9.S 3S.f 270. 00 14 ' 5.l U.5 270.00 12.4 
,_, 20.6 
Z9Z.SO tS.O s 4 23.2 2'2. so 12 .2 4.6 19. 2 
JtS.00 14 8 S.4 22 9 31S.OO 1'.' S.S 25.2 
337. so 14. 3 ' s 22 s 337. so 19 .0 7.1 29.6 
LOCATION 23 LOCATION 24 
lllHO UftUNIUIHF UIUIS/U IMF UfttAN+l .S•URftS/UIHF UND Uft!AN/U INF URftS/UINF Uft!AN+l S•UJ.ftS/UINf 
AZlftUTH <PE IP.CENT> <PERCENT> <PERCENT> AZlftUTH <PERCENT> <PERCENT> C PERCENT> 
0.00 22.t to ' JI. 0 0.00 U.l 
tt. J 72.J 
22.SO 35.2 IS. 0 57. 1 22.SO 43.8 18.8 7Z .0 
45.00 JS.2 12 • S4.4 45.00 ". 7 l5 ·' to. t 67. so 24.8 11. t 41 s '7 .SO 52.4 ". 2 76. 7 
90.00 Jt. 0 17.2 64 8 90.00 ".9 ts . t 92 ·' 
112. 50 41 e 18 6 u. 7 112. so 84 ·' 10.7 100.7 us. 00 JS.2 IS. :S '8. 4 us. 00 ".4 11. 4 1 OJ.' 
157. so 44 ' zo. l 75 0 157.SO 64.2 2'. I 103.4 180 00 JJ. 4 11.' SI J 110.00 35.9 ~'. t '°. l 202. S'O 33. 8 10.S 4' ' 202.SO 33.6 15.0 5'. I 225 oo· 21 8 '. 1 35 ' 225.00 3t. 1 15. 7 '2. 5 247. so 15.6 6.8 ZS. 8 247. so 23. 7 12 .0 41 . 7 
270.00 2S 2 12 l 43 ' 
270.00 32 .2 9.t 47 2 
2'2. :so U.4 8.4 2'.0 292. so 43.0 II. 4 60. I 
31S 00 2' I 12 ' 
45.7 315. 00 48.t 17.8 75., 
337. so 21 ' 0.5 37.3 
337. so 
4' ·' 














24 7. 50 
270. 00 
292. 50 



















Jl '· 00 337. 50 













14 ' 30.I 
JJ.2 
37. I 
















TABLE 2--PEDESTllAN VIND Y£LOCITl£S AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 



































































LO CAT ION 2' 
•IND 




































UfttAM/U I MF 
<PUCEHT) 














UftfAN/U I Hf 







































































76. l '° .9 












































ll 5. 00 
J Ji'. 50 
UftUN/UINF' 



















"·' 57.0 54.7 






JI ' 21. 3 u. 4 
24.2 
JJ.O 
TAIL[ 2-·PEOESTllAN VINO VELOCITIES ANO TUIBULEMCE lHTEMSITIES 






'·' ' 0 13 0 
'·' ._, . '11. t 
13.' 
1'. 5 
12. 4 ••• t.S 
ti. 0 
UlllS/U INF 
< PUC£NT > 
,,0 
' 8 to. 3 
to. I 
to • 



























"·' 10.0 47.t 
42 s 'I. 1 
'' 1 64.1
5S ' 0.5 
34 ' 2t. 4 
31.8 ... ' 






































34 -' Z9 .2 
















52 ' n.r 
"·' :so.t Ji.O 
40 ·' 38.2 
7'. t 
79.2 














., . J 
8.0 
1.9 
' ' 10.4 l2. 4 
URH/UlNF 
f Pf1C£HT > 
24 ·' 2 .4 
ti 1 




J2 ·' ,J.3 









47.0 ., ~ 
,0 4 
34 I ''-2 '1.' 
''·' 3'. 2 29 3 
30.3 








































































1 7 1 
33.7 
unEAH/U INF 














8 ' 11 . 2 
TA!LE 2--PEDEST,IAM WIMD YELOCITIES AMD TU,BULEMCE IHTEHSITJES 





1 1 t 
11 ' 12.3 
10. 7 






l (t 2 















2 ' 4.2 
unERN+l .,.U,ftS/UINP' 
tPERCEHT> 
56 ' 100 3 
87 l 
5' 4 
















32 ' 39.5 
45.3 
]] ' 38 8 






I 7. 4 
LOCATION 34 
UNI> 







































































































































TABLE 2·-PEDESTllAH MIMD VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
JNTE,MATJOHAL PLACE PRE CONSTRUCTION SITE 
LOCATION 17 LOCATION JI 
llINO u1n1u1u I Hf UHSIUlllf UftEAH+t.,•UlftS/Ulllf MINO UH AN /U I NF U'"S/U I NF U"EAH+l.,•U'-ftS/UIHF 
AZl"UTH <PUC ENT> <PERCENT> (PERCENT> AZ !RUTH <PERCENT> \PERCENT> < PERC£!4T > 
0.00 5.8 2.0 8.9 0.00 II. 7 6.2 21 . 1 
22. ,0 20.0 ' 7 30 0 22 .50 27.i 10 .6 43 4 45.00 23. 8 8.7 3'. 8 45.00 34.9 I]. 1 54., 67.SO 17.4 '·' U.2 17.SO 27 ·' ' 8 42.4 90.00 17. J ,.0 24.8 to.oo 0.J 7 ' J1 .6 112. so 11. 8 S.8 27.S 112. so "·' 6 7 28 ·' 13,. 00 17 4 6.2 U.7 ll5.00 21 .0 7.6 J2. 4 
157. so u. 3 8.3 II. 7 U7.SO 1' ' 7.4 31 .I 180. 00 JI. J l 4. l 52.S 110 .00 24.0 10.0 n.o 
202. so H.6 13. 0 "·o 202 .so 36 .2 16. 3 60 6 
225 00 12. 8 8.0 24.9 22'.00 lO .6 4.9 17 ' 
247. so t.2 4.S u.o 247.SO lO. l 4.t 17.4 
270. 00 6.7 3.2 tl. s 270. 00 7.4 J I 12. 0 
292.SO '·' 2.4 9.3 HZ.SO i.7 3.0 1l. 2 JI s. 00 S.t 2.S t.7 JIS.00 6.8 2.7 10.9 337. so 5.2 I. t 7.t 337. so 8.7 4. I 14.8 
LOCATION 39 LOCATION 40 
IUHO UftHlllUI"' UlllS/UINf UftEAH+l.S•UlftS/UIHf UH UllE All /U I Hf UftS/U I Hf' UftEAH+l.S•URftS/UIHF 
AZIMUTH <PEICEHT> < PEIPCENT) < PEICEHT > AZ !RUTH (PERCENT> ( PEeCENT > <PERCENT> 
0.00 10.7 5.7 U.2 0.00 8.6 4. t 14. 7 
22.SO 22 .• • 2 JS. I 22.50 17 .• '·' 21.1 45. 00 27.9 to 7 43.9 45.00 Z2 .t t.J 3'.' 
67. so 33.4 12. 8 SZ.6 '7 .so ll.4 S.8 27 l 
90.00 39.Z 11.. "·' 90.00 17.J s.o 24 8 112. so 34.l ll. 2 SO.I 112. so 17 .• 6. I 2'.' 
IJS 00 42 0 12.' '° 7 US.00 n.2 II. 6 42 ·' 157. so 40 .• II. t SI. 7 157.SO 31.i 12.' SI .o 
110.00 43. 1 IJ. 2 63. 0 110. 00 27.J U.2 47 1 
202. so 25.t 10.1 41. I 202.SO ., . J •5.' 28.I 
225 00 12. 8 6.2 22. t 225.00 ll. 2 5. I 20.9 
247. so 9.4 4 4 U.l 247 .so I. I 3.4 13.3 
270. 00 IS I 9.5 29. 4 270.00 ll. 7 6.2 23 .1 
2'2. so 11. I 7.3 22. 7 Hz.so 12. J 5.4 20.S 
Jt s 00 IJ. 5 1.0 25.4 315. 00 I l.. 5.4 ., . ' 
337. so 12. I 5.9 20.t 317. so IO. 8 ,, .4 18.9 
TABLE 2·-PEDESTRIAH MINO YELOCJTIES AND TURIUL£HC£ INTEHSI TIES 
tHTflMATIOHAL PLACE PIE CONSTRUCTION SITE 
LOt,.TIOH •t LO CAT IOH 42 
W1"0 !Jft£AN."UUIF UltllS/U IMF UHIAM+1.,•UtftS/UIHF WIND UN£AM/U I HF UP. .. S:'UIHF 
Uft£AM+1.~•UR"S!UIMF 
llZlftUTH C PUC[HT > < PUUNT > <PlRUNT > AZ lftUTH C P'E•tENT > (PUCE HT> ~ P'UC!HT> 
¢. ¢0 Z6.4 e.t 3'.1' 0.00 zr .I 10. 0 42 .I 
2%.,0 30.t 7.4 41.t 22.,0 u., I. t 35.9 
.,.00 4'. 4 U.2 U.7 4'.00 27., It 7 ., .. 
''·so 30.5 7.5 41 .• ,7.50 2t., 12. l 
47.7 
,(t. (IO. 24.9 7.2 35.6 u.oo H.I 10. I ., .. 
't2. 50 20.4 '·' 29., ll2 so l8 .4 It.' 55.7 tn.oo zo. 7 t.2 34.6 US.00 25.3 to. 2 40 ·' 
IS7. SO u.a u.• 44.0 1S7 so 22.5 '·' U.7 110. 00 21. l U.l U.6 110 .00 20.2 8 ' 33. 2 202. 50 24., ••• 37.1 202.so tS.8 '·' 24., 225. 00 17. 3 7.1 U.t us .00 U.I ' . 22.5 
247. so tl. l s.o U.7 247.50 to. J 4.4 U.I 
210. 00 U.4 to.6 34. J 270.00 to.' 4.4 17.2 
2'2.50 U.2 t.4 n.1 292.50 to .4 4. I "·' 31'. 00 12. 7 6.4 22.3 315. 00 10.2 4.0 U.2 
337.SO tt.' 7 8 J&. 2 JJ7. so t7 .• 8.5 2t ·' 
LOCftTIGH 43 LDC A fl OH 44 
IUND UllHN/UIHF UHS/UlNF UIEAN+&.S•UIRl/UINF 11 IH UllE All /U I MF URftS/U INF 
UftEAN+l.S•UP.HS/UIMF 
AZIRUTH <PERCENT> <PE.CENT) <PE IC EMT> AZI llUfff < PEICEHT> < PUC£NT> <PEI.Cf NT> 
t.00 "·' ,_, 32.4 o.•• tS ·' 7.3 2' ·' 22.50 15. J 5.7 U.8 22 .50 21. t t.3 42. I .,.00 26 ' 11. l 43.' 4$.00 H.t 10.7 42 ' 67. 50 ZO.J 1.5 P·' '7.50 20 4 7.2 31.2 90.00 2 t. t 7.3 2.0 t0.00 24.2 7.3 3S.2 
lU.50 22. l ,.1 U.2 lU.50 H.t '·' Jt.5 13' 00 20 • 8.6 33.7 ns.oo 27 .0 t.7 41.5 
157. so 21. 2 t.4 JS. J 157.50 JJ .5 to ' 
., .4 
110.00 21.4 to.O 36.3 IH.00 34.2 !.2 .3 52 ' 202.so ... , 1.3 31.0 202.50 30 .8 12 .8 50. l 
225 00. n• '·' 23.6 225 .00 11.1 6.4 23.2 247. so lO.' 4.t U.3 247. so u.o 7. l 25. 7 
210. 00 ti. I 9.4 U.2 270.00 II. I 4. t l7 .3 
292.50 to.8 4.2 17.2 au.so 12 .5 S.I 21. 3 
115.00 10.t 4. t t7 0 315. 00 U.8 '. l 22 .0 
U7.SO 11. 2 4.4 17 .• ll7. 50 lt .5 '4.7 18.' 
TAIL! z--P!O!ST•IAM WINO VELOCITJ!S AMO TU1t8ULE"CE lMTEMSITlfS 
IMTfr.MATtOMAL PLACE P .. f COMIT'-UCTlOH SITE 
lOCIHIOH 45 LOCATION ., 
WIND UHHIUIMf UHSIUlllf UR!AH+l.S•UIRl/UIHf If IMO UREldt/U I MF U,ftS/U I NF 
UftEAM+l.5•URftS/UlMF 
AZIMUTH t PUC ENT> <PUCE NT> <PERCENT> AZ lltUTH < PUCEHT i ! PERCE HT i ! PERCENT> 
0.00 U.I l0.2 41.. 0.00 14.4 ' • 23.9 22. so 40.f U.7 60.0 U.50 38 .2 I '5 7 ii. 7 
45 00 30. t lZ.' 4'.4 45.00 27.7 lO .0 42 7 
67 50 23.8 8.2 H.1 67.SO 2' .3 8 I 41. 4 to.oo 20.5 ,_. JO 7 to.oo u., 8 1 39. I 
l IZ. 50 "·' '. l u. 7 tu.so 21. 3 7.S 32.S us.oo U.4 t.7 H' U5.00 23. 3 ' 8 38 0 ts7. ,. u.z II. 1 SZ.I lS7. so 33.0 11. 4 50. l 
180. 00 34.3 11. l St. o ... 00 30.4 U.7 49 .4 
202.50 JS. l u.s SS.4 202.50 3'.7 U. l 57 .8 
U5.00 tS 1 7.1 21.4 225.00 t4.8 7.2 2S ' 247. so l1. 2 ••• 30.S 247. 50 22 .0 10.S 37.7 270. 00 t.7 •. l IS.I 270 .00 u 7 ' 2 23 0 2'2 so u. 3 s.s zo., HZ SO It. 3 4.f 18. 7 
315. 00 15. 7 '·' 25 , 315. 00 u.o '·' 23. 4 337. 50 U.8 7.7 28.3 337 .so 11.1 7.5 28 .3 
lOCATI OH H LOCATION 48 
VIND UftUN/Ulll' UHSIUIN' UftfAH+l.S•UlftS/UIN' WINO UHAll/UIHF UlftS/UIMF UftEAH+l.S•Ur.ftS/UINF 
AZIMUTH <PERCENT> < PEICEflT > < PEICUtT > HlllUTll < PHCIHT> Cf'UCIHT > (PH CENT> 
0.00 t2 3 4 I tt .. 0.00 45.0 II .o " ' 22.so 44. s U.1 "·' 22.SO u.o 11. 0 £1. s 45.00 28.2 11., 45.S 45.0t 45.0 ll .0 '1. s ,., . so 2'. 3 '·' 41. I 67.SO 45 .0 II. 0 £1 s 90.00 24.4 t.2 38. 1 to.00 45.0 It .0 61. 5 IU.So 31. 4 t.3 4S.3 ltZ.SO 41.0 11.0 , .. 5 
135. 00 U.3 t0.8 4'.S tn.oo 4S.O It .0 " s n1.so n.1 to., 49.1 157. so 45.0 II. 0 61 .s 
U0.00 J4.S l0.4 so .• 110 .00 45.0 n:: ".s 202. so 23.I 10.0 38.t 202.SO 45.0 61.S 
225 00 21. J 14.0 ... 3 225.00 45.0 11 0 't. s 
241. so 27. 4 14.8 ..,_, 241.SO 41.0 11 .0 U.5 
210.00 2'.7 U.t 4'.0 270 .00 45.0 lt. 0 6t. s 
2'2. so 30.8 14.C. U.7 H2.SO 4S.O lt .0 f,l.' 
JtS oo 24., tt. s 41. 8 JU.OO 45.0 1t 0 '1.' 












112 50 us (,0 
































:n ' 42 ' 34.2 2' 1 






• • . l 
TABLE 2--PEO£STRl~N YtMD YELOCtTtES ANO TURBUlEHCE INTEHS!TIES 





'·' 7 7 '·' 14 3 5.1 1., 




























'5 "! so s 
43 ' 33.4 5:., 
45 ' 5 l. 2 U.I 
53.3 
























22 50 ., 00 
'7 50 ,0 00 
112 50 us .00 
157 .50 
110 00 





,, p .•• 
2 
4 
UNEAN.-·u I HF 
(PERCENT i 
32.6 



























37 ' 3' .1 ... .  








' ' a • 6.7 
8 ' ll. 4 
., 4 




< PEIPCEH Ti 
8.3 
4.4 • ' 10. I 10.S 
12 .4 
IO.t 
8. I ·'·! & & • ., 
10.5 
ll ·' U.4 
1' ' 1' 2 •••• 
UHEAN+ I 5•URU/U INF 















TAIL£ 2--P£DESTRIAN llHD VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE IN TENS I TIES 
INTUMATIOUl PLACE Pff(fSE I II lTH EXISTltfC OFF-f.'rt"P 
tOCAT!OH ' LOCATIOH ' 
ILltHO UftHN/UINF UIUIS/U IMF UftEAH+l.S•UltftS/UtHf IUHO UIUAM/UINF URftS/U t NF UftE~M+t 5•U•ftS/UtHF 
AZ UUTH (PERCENT> <PERCENT> C PE,CENT) AZ UUTH C PUCE NT> !PERCENT> ( PUCENT > 
0 00 '1. 2 ,.3 2' ' 0 00 
30. I 9.6 44.5 
22.50 34 ' 7 ' "' 2 22 '~ 4 l. e 8 ' ''. l -45.00 42. 4 12. 0 60 4 45.00 40. t l4 .2 , .. 5 67. so 10.I 10.' 4' 1 '7 50 28.9 10.4 44.4 
IJI0.00 33.2 10.3 48., 90 00 33. I lt l 49 .• 
112 '50 34 .• to.' so. 7 112. 50 34 ' 11. 4 51.7 135 00 3' 0 to J '' ' 135. 00 32.3 t.8 4,,, 1'7. So 3'.4 l l. I H.1 157 .50 3'. I t.l S3. l 180. 00 4' 0 12.' '4.2 180.00 27.5 9.0 41 . I 
202. 5(1 4' l '·' U.9 202. St 2t ·' 11. 2 46.4 225 00 37. 0 17.J '2. 9 225. 00 4 t 0 u J '° .t 
247. so U.2 ' 1 H.I 247 so 35 3 l2 .5 54. l 27000 14. 7 I 8 27. 9 270.00 27 I 14.J 48 .,. 
292. 50 U.I •. 1 25.t 2'2.50 14. I 7 ' 25.5 315 00 11. 4 ' 4 21. 0 
lU.00 lJ. 5 6.2 22.8 
337. so U.5 7.3 27. s 337. 50 13 .o S.4 21. l 
lOCaHI OH 7 LOCATION 8 
WCHD IJlffAMIU INF Ur.llS/UIMf UlfEAH+l .S•URlt$/UlHF UNI> UltEAM/UIMF HftSIUIHF UftEAN+l.S•U'-ftSIUIHF 
~ZINUTH <PERCENT> ! PERCENT> (PUC ENT> AZUUTH < PHCENT> C PERCENT> <PERCENT> 
0 00 22. t 10. 7 38.2 0 00 27 ,, U.5 47.8 
22.so 32.' 11 .• H.S 22 ,. Sl.O 11'. 2 7' .8 
45.00 4'.5 17. t 72 t 4'.00 42 .• 1'. 7 ".J 
,7. so 40.0 I0.7 H 0 '7 .so 44.0 U.3 62 .s 
90 00 23.2 9. I Ji. 9 90 00 2' .2 8 4 JI .8 
112. so n.1 11. l 42.0 112. so 30.0 ll .1 47.S 
135 00 20.5 ••• JJ.7 in oo J4. I U.4 S2.I U7.SO u. l l.Z 31.' IS7 SO 21.1 It .z 4S.i 
190. 00 22., ' ' J1 0 110. 00 28.8 11 .• 4' ·' 202. so 23.0 10.0 38. 0 202 so 3S .0 lS 8 ". 7 225.00 " t 8 2 28.4 22S.OO 35.0 " .. ''·' 247. so ll. l ' l 20 8 241.50 3' ·' l3. 7 91 .4 270.00 U5 10 • Jt 1 270 00 lt ' ' . 21.7 292 so 2' ' ••• 41. 2 2'2 50 ll ·' ' ' Zl.i 315 00 '. t 9.3 40. t lU. 00 15. 4 7.6 H.8 







i7 50 ,o. 00 
112 50 
l 35. 00 
157. 50 






































"· 4 23. l ts. 7 
13. 0 
















TAIL£ 2--,ttESTllAN WIH& VELOCITIES AN& TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
IHTEIHATIOHAl PLACE PHASE I WITH EXISTl~G OFF-RAftP 
U~ft$/UUr 




















t2 ' 11. 9 
11. 2 
10 8 
12 ' 1. 3 




' 0 7., 
UftlAN+t.,•URftS/UINr 
•: f'£RCENT > 
45 0 
51.8 
" 7 ,,.2:n 7 
45 s 
54. t 



















37 ' ll • 
ze. s 
LO CAT IOH to 
Ill IMO 














33 7. 50 



















Uftf AM/U I HI" 
























32 ·' 4 .9 
38.8 
19 ' 
7 ' 15 .5 





5.0 5 ., 
'·' 8 3 ll. 4 
lt. l 
lG.' tt 2 
' 8 9 1 
1.0 
9.4 . '7.7 
7.i 
U IUIS /U IMF 
<PERCENT> 
t ' t.2 ••• 10., 
10 8 
12 0 
14 ·' 13' ·1·4 l . 2 



























''·' St.3 n.s 
60.7 






42 ' 23.7 
LOC:f:ITI Off 13 
« oc; 
4:2 50 
... ~ C.(• 
67 50 
,(t,00 





























































TA9L[ 2·-PEl>EST,IAH YIHD VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
INTERNATIONAL PLACE PHASE I WITH EXISTINC OFF-'-AHP 
UUS/U INF 
c f'UCEHT i 




' ' 10. l 11. 7 
7.8 










' ' 9.7 
'. l 13 8 
10 ' 9 0 
1.7 
6.8 



















UftEAN+l.S•URRSIUINF < PUCEHT > 
38., 
49 ' U.7 
53.2 2'-' 38. 3 
34.' 

















































21 . l ., 2 
u ' 10.5 
31. 8 
47.0 .., ' 






UREAM!U I NF < P[ICENT) 
zo. l 
H.2 
H.S u 0 
ll ' 20.6 
30 ·' 




14 J n.z n.o 




' 3 7.6 
' 4 14 7 
It 8 
'' 1 ., 8 
14. t 





URftS/U I NF 
< PERC£HT) 
'·' S.l I.I 





' 5 . '

















TABLE 2--PE~ESTRIAH UIH~ YELOClTIES AHO TUHULEHCE IHTENSI TIES 
I HTfRMUl ONAL PLACE PHASE I WITH EXIS Tl HG OfF-UtftP 
LOCUI OH 17 LOCATION ti 
WINO !JftUN/UIN' urftS/UIMf UftEAN+l ·'*UltftS/UIN' v I ltl> UftUtN/U IN' UIUIS/U I"' UftfAN+ 1 5•URftS/UIH' 
~:Z:ftUTH <PERCENT> <PUC EMT> < PErtEMT > AZlftUTN <PERCENT> C PERCENT> C PERCENT> 
(t o~ 17 1 9.0 JO ' 
0 00 22.2 t1 ... 3' 4 
n. 'JO ., 0 f,. I 24. l 22.50 21 0 ' 3 34.9 ., 0(• 23. 3 8.0 n.2 45.00 34.7 11 2 , .. , 
i7. so 23. 2 7.5 34. 4 17 .so 21.' 1 ' U.J 90 00 23 2 7.3 34 l 90 00 ". l ' ' 25.t 112. so 53. 0 U. l 11. 2 112 so 25.9 10 .2 412 
135 00 4'. 8 U.4 71. J U5.00 34 ' 15 .2 57.4 
1'7. so 20 . • 1.2 n.1 157. 50 5' J 22.2 ., ·' 180. 00 Jt 3 tl.8 52.0 IU.00 ". l 14 .1 ". J 
H2.SO 20. 1 1 s ll. 4 202.50 55.J U.2 73 ·' 
225 00 10 4 4.5 17.2 225 .00 
.,_, 10.2 ,1.t 
247 '° 10.2 4.7 17. 2 247.SO 2' .3 l1. J 4'. 2 270 00 24. 2 8.J 3'. 7 210 00 1.6 S.t l7 .4 
2'2 so 28.' 8.4 40. 7 292.SO 6.2 3.5 It .s 
315 00 11. 3 8 2 29 1' 315 .oo 7.4 4.J lJ .• 
337. so 13. 7 ,.1 23. 7 337 .SO l4 ·' 
8.S Z1 .4 
tOCtHIOH 1' LOCATION 20 
VINO UftUNl'UINF UltNSl'UtMF UftfAN+t.S•URftSl'UINF VIND Uft!All;'U IMf Ultftll'U IN' 
UftlAN+t.S•UltftS/UIM' 
aZlftUTM <PERCENT> < PERtENT) C PUCEtfT > AZlllUTN < PHCENT> < PHCENT> (PERCE MT> 
0 Oo '·' 5.0 11. t 0 .00 U.9 ,.2 25.2 22. so 20 2 7.9 32 l u.so 16.1 ' I 25.1 45 00 20 ' I 5 U.J 45.00 20 J I. l J2.5 67. so 14., S.2 22.4 67.SO 13 .0 4.0 no 
to 00 14.' ' 8 23. l 
90.00 U.J J.9 ti. l 
112.so 24.t ' , :n.o au.so ti·' 1.8 30.5 us. 00 67. 0 11.' 9J 2 us.oo 42.2 10. I S1. 3 
1S7. 50 U.7 14.' u.o 157.50 51. 7 lt2. l "·' UC>. 00 'I. 0 14. J 72. 4 llO. 00 J7 .0 ".s , •. 7 
202. so 42.3 tt .• , ... 202.SO ".s 7.0 30.0 
225 00 23. t It. l Jt. 7 225. 00 H.S II. 4 4'. 7 
247. 50 11.' 7. I 22 ' 
247. 50 u.o 7. l 2' ' 
270 00 ' ' 4. I ll. l Z10 .00 It .0 4.0 
ti'. 0 
zu.so 1.0 2.1 to. 2 2'2. so 12 .J 4.S ". t 
3 IS 00 7 8 l ' 13. 2 
JU. oo 12 .5 4.S It. J 






































































TAILE 2--PEOESTRIAN Vl"O VELOCITIES ANO TURIULE"CE INTENSITIES 





l f, 8 
'·' 1.3 to. J 
15., 
14.' 












































50 0 u. 4 








4 t. 7 
LOCATION 22 
WIND 






































13 ' 23.8 
38 l 






































4 ' 4 6 
7 . l 
7.0 
4 . 1 
4.7 
5.3 






































f,8 . l 
". 9 14.9 
77. 0 








59. J ".' 75. l 
THLE 2--PEOESTf.IAM· MIMD VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE lHTENSI TIES 
IMTERMATlONAL PLACE PHASE I MITH EXISTINt OFF-RA"P 
LOCATI OH 2:5 LOCATION 26 
VINO UftEAN.IUIN' UIUIS.IU llt' UREAN+l ,.U,ft$/UINf VINO UllEAM/U t Hf urftS/U I Hf UftEAN+l S•Ur.ftS/UIMf 
AZIN!JTH < fl'ERt UT> <PIRC ENT> <PERCENT> AZ lftUTH <PUCEHT> f. PERCENT> f. PERCENT> 
0.00 U.7 '· t 
31.J 0 00 ti .8 7., 30.2 
22.SO 4'. 7 11.' 74 ' 22 .so 54.4 21 .4 "·' 45 00 4'. 8 U.4 U.4 45.00 ".t 23. J tot.' 
,., . 50 U. I u.s " ' 67.50 54.2 U.J '72. 7 to.oo 12. 2 uo " 3 to.00 58 .0 IJ. 7 11.' l 12. so 64.1 ll. I 14 4 112. so H.I 10.7 14.I us 00 '7 2 U.8 76 .. 135.00 60.2 12. J ''·' 1'7. :so 30.I 10. 7 4'.I tS7.50 23.0 . ' 35.7 180. 00 J4. 3 U.I SJ.4 110.00 Z1 .t t ' 42 .2 
202. so n.t 14.' 11.2 202.50 42. I It.' ".1 
225. 00 0.l 12. 2 '7.4 225. 00 41 8 u 8 68.0 
247. so 3'., ti. 2 "·' 241 50 41 . I 14.7 U.I 270.00 u. 2 1.8 J2.4 210 .00 18 ' 7.7 JO. t 2'2.50 37. 7 u. 4 "·' 2'2. 50 21.' '·' JS. 7 315. 00 JZ. I 1'. 0 U.J J1'. 00 ZJ.S 10., 3' .4 
337. so 30.4 11.. 41. 1 337.50 Z2.0 ,_4 36.0 
LOCATION 27 LOCATION 28 
UNO UftHNIUHF UlllSIUUIF URtAN+l.S•UlftSIUINF MINI> UH AM /U IMF Ur.HS.tU IHf' UftEAN+t.S•U,ftS/UINF 
A? lftUTH < PrlCEHT > <PERCENT> <PERCENT> AZIMUTH CPEICUT> C PUCE HT> <PERCENT> 
0.00 38 5 13. 4 58., 0.00 u.s 1.9 29.9 
22.so 27. 0 ,_o H.S 22 .so 21 .3 7.t 33 .2 
45.00 19 7 1 ' ll ' 45.00 lt.4 
,_, 28.2 
,7.SO 43.3 IO. I Sl.4 17.50 27.4 6.4 37 .0 to.oo U.J t1.' 11. 2 to.00 2' .1 S.8 34 8 au.so "·' l I.' 17. 2 tu.so 24.2 '·' 33 ·' 135 00 '° 7 so 0 15. 7 US.00 ".2 6.l 28.6 U7.SO '' l to. 7 12. l 1'7. so ll.2 s 3 H.2 uo. 00 45.t U. I U.6 180. 00 17 .2 15. 4 2' .. 202.,. n.s 1.0 31.6 202 .so 31.2 13.8 51 ' us.oo U.4 IS. o SI. t 22S. oo 21.t l.J 34.J 
241. so 31. 4 ll.i ~u. • 241.SO It.I 1.0 ll.I 
210.00 12. 8 7.4 23.9 270.00 l4 .2 1 • 25., 
292. so U.7 U. l 48.2 292.SO Jt.S U.7 52.0 
llS oo 40.7 U.4 "· J 31S oo 24.2 
It. I 42.4 





































































TAILE 2·-PEOESTRIAN WINO YELOCITIE$ ANO TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
IMTE'-HATIOHAl FLACE PHASE I WITH EXfSTtMG OFF·'-ARP 
UIUIS/U IMF 
(PUC ENT> 




IO. 0 ••• ll. s 
• 9 ,_, 
11.' 
14.4 
' 7 U.9 
" 8 IS.I 
Ur.ltS/UJMF 
(PERCENT> 
' 1 t t.' 
10.J 
' 4 
' 9 8.i 
9.3 





' 3 ' ' 10.7 
UftEAH+l.S•UlllS/UINF 






74.I u. 2 
n.' 44.I 
40.4 




UllEAH+l.S•UlftS/UIHF < PEPCENT > 
































































20.8 .. ' U.3 
14 ·' 2 .1 
















"l 41 0 
Ult"SIU I Hf c PERCENT> 
lO .1 u., 
9.4 ••• ., ' ,_o







'·' 13 .s 
UIUS/UtNF c PHCEHT > 
lt ·' 10.8 
14. 9 
14. l 
1 t. I 















































.. , 00 
'7. !JO 
90.00 






24 7. '° 
270. 00 
2'2. so 






















< PEICENT > 
31. 4 
74.6 






























TAIL[ 2--PEDESTRIAN VINO VELOCITIES AND TU,IULENCE INTENSITIES 







































"·' 71. 0 SZ.2 
52.7 
50.4 































































u' 3' .2 
JI .9 
l7 .I 




4' .2 ,. 6 













". 4 41 I 
31.2 











21 . 1 n.z 
to I u.z 
U.I 
U.1 









' 5 .. ,
17 .1 
12.' 11,. 2 
to. I 












". J 73. 4 
80.4 
'1. 2 




















TAILE 2••PED£STR1AM YIND YELOClTl£S AND TURBULENCE IMTEMSITIES 
t NTEJNATl DUL PLACE PHASE 1 lltTH EXISTl NG OFF• RARP 
LOCATION 31 LOCATION 38 
WIND !JftEAHlU INF UIUIS/U INF UM£AN+t.5•URRS/UINF WIND UREAN/U I NF URNS/U 1 NF UNEAN+t.5•URMSIUINF 
AZ Jf.UTH CPUCENT> <PUC ENT> < PUC!NT > AZUIUTH <PUC.ENT> CPUCENT) <PERCENT> 
0.00 ZI. I lZ. I 46., 0.00 zo.z '·' 34.S 22.50 3t. 3 14 5 53. 1 22. 50 25.t 10.4 •1.4 
4., 00 Z4.S 1.4 37.2 45.00 Z7.J 10.7 4J. J 
67. 50 51.' 20. 7 12.' '7 .50 37.t 14 6 " .. 
,0 00 53.0 14 7 ,, 1 to.oo 4Z.O lZ. 5 '° :1 
I tz. 50 6, ' 14.B " 1 
112 50 ".5 17. 7 ". l 
13., 00 ''·' 10.I 73. l u,.oo 74.4 u I ,, .z 157. 50 41.S ll.' 65.4 1'7.50 '°.I ". 7 ".z 
110. 00 42.0 14., U.7 110. 00 38. I , 1 52.1 
202. 50 JJ.' 11 I 50.5 202.50 22.4 7., Jl. 8 
z2.,.oo 34 ' 10.1 
, .. , 2n.oo ., I 7.t 31 .0 
24i". 50 JO. 7 l 0. I 45.t 247. 50 14 .6 ' J 24 .0 2 70. 00 tt. 7 7.t 31. 5 270.00 ".2 '·' 25 ' 2'2. 50 J0.6 10.3 4'. I 2'2.50 10.2 5. 1 17.1 
3". 00 2'. 7 13 2 4'.i 315. 00 13.t 5. I 21.5 
337 50 21.S 11 l 45.2 337.50 20 2 1.7 33.2 
LOCATI OH 39 LOCATION 40 
WlHD URUM/UIMF UlllS/U IMF UREAN+l .5•URRS/UINF WIND UllEAM/U INF URRS/U I Hf UREAN+l.5•URRS/UINF 
AZlftUTH <PUC ENT> C l'UCEHT > C PUCE HT i AZ I ftUTH C l'HCENT > <PERCENT> < l'HCENT > 
0.00 32.5 18. 0 5'.6 0.00 31.1 " ' i2. I 22.50 37.5 17.5 '3. 8 22 .50 ".2 20 .4 H.t 
45.00 2l I ' 2 34 ' 
45.00 '°·' u. l ".0 67. 50 22.4 t.2 3'. 3 '7 .50 52.t " 3 75 .t 90.00 21. 3 10.4 43.t ,. .00 21.t 1l. 7 46.5 
t 12. 50 JI. 2 13. 1 57.8 l 12. 50 24.5 t.4 38 ·' 135. 00 41.7 11. 7 113 US.00 57 ·' 14 2 
71.B 
157 50 "· J 
tz. 7 75.4 157 .SO 64.I 12.' 14.2 
180. 00 
" 2 
110 7'. 7 110. 00 77. l l(. 8 94.8 
202. 50 43.0 10.7 5'.0 202.50 58 .8 10.7 74.8 
225. 00 2'. 2 ••• 39 ' 225.00 33 ·' lO .• 4'.' 247. 50 21.' 7 ' 33.9 247. 50 24.0 I.I 37.l 270. 00 13. 3 '. l 22 4 270.00 18. 2 1.7 ll .3 292. so t.6 4. I 15.8 292. 50 ". 4 6.6 26.3 
315.00 14 7 7.i 2'. l 315. 00 " ' 1.0 28 ·' 337. 50 32.J 14.4 54. 0 3l7. 50 ll. 0 1l. l 50 ' 
TABLE 2--P£0ESTRIAN UIND VELOCITIES AND TURIULENCE INTENS1TlES 
INTEROTIONftl PLACE PHASE I WITH EXI S Tl NC OFF-RANP 
LOCATt OM 41 LOCATION 42 
.. !HI) t.INUH/UINF UlllSlUINF UNEAH+t.,•URNS/UINF UIND UltEAHlU I NF !Jl"S/U I NF U"ERH+t.~•URftS/UINF 
AZJftUTH <PUC UT> <PUCE NT> < P'!RCEHT > AZ UIUTH C PUCEHT > < PUCEHT > < PUCENT > 
0.00 40.0 15.' 13. 3 0.00 :n.o l2 3 ,4.4 
22. 50 se.s lS.8 U.l 22.so 48. J 15.7 71.' 
45.00 42.2 14.4 13.I 4:1.00 2' 8 lt .8 44.S 
,7. 50 41. 9 u.o u.o 67.50 24. 7 11 ' 4l.' 
90.00 24.1 •. 3· 37.2 90.00 17 .2 7 l 27 • 
11 z. 50 n.1 tl. t :15.2 112.50 H.O lO ' 41 ·' 
13,.H n.1 U.I u. 3 us.oo 33.7 U.7 !54.3 
157 so "·' "·' 90.0 lS7. 50 40.' 17 J " ' 180. 00 7S. 2 12. 2 U.4 180.00 34.7 ., 4 . 3 202. 50 
"· 1 
12 7 7S. t 202.SO 35 l 15 7 ,. . 7 
22!5.00 3'.6 13. 4 "· 7 
22S. 00 33., ., 7 57.l 
2 47 so u' 12. 4 SI. 3 241.SO 22.3 to 2 37.5 270. (loO u.o ,_, 35.2 270 00 18 ' ' 8 28 .8 292. 50 t8 8 7.7 30. 3 292.SO " 8 s.o 23 4 315.00 ti. 7 7.3 2'.I 315 .00 as .2 7.t 37. t 
:U7. 50 JS.3 13. s 55., 337. so Jt.6 tt '8 57.J 
LOtATION 43 lOCttT IOll 44 
IUHD UHAMIUIMF UlllS/UIMF UNEAN+l S•UINS/UIHF llHD UllEAH/U INF URH/UtMF UNEAH+ I 5•URNSlUIMF 
UUUTH < P'EICENT > < P'flCEHT) < PUCEHT> AU llUTH <PEI CENT) < PEICEHT i c PUCEHT; 
0.00 27.7 ti 5 45. 1 0.00 2' .0 14 3 50.5 
U.50 46 1 ts ' " 4 U.50 27.5 
U.4 46. t 
4,.00 2' 0 11. 8 46.6 0.00 19.I 8.0 31 . t 
67 '°' 28.2 ti. 0 44.6 61.SO ". s ' . 26.6 ,0.00 22. 4 .. , 3'.2 to.00 ".s 7.0 27 .0 
tu. 50 34. 5 17. 1 " 0 
112. so 40. I 20 .s 70.f 
us' 00 U.1 14.' 13.5 us.oo '2 .7 13 ·' 83 ., 157.50 n.2 20.2 n.s 157. so 72 .o U.2 t4.t uo. 00 n.a u.s 60.S 180 .00 '° .2 21.4 ". J 
202.SO 2'.6 tJ. 3 o.s 202. so 27 2 U.l 45.4 
22S 00 27.4 to.' 43. 3 225. 00 17 ·' 
,_, 27.t 
247. so tS. 1 S.4 232 247.50 U.7 4. l l9 8 
270 00 13.' s 2 21. 7 270.00 n.o 
,_, 2' .1 
292. 50 tl.O S.4 24 2 292.SO "·' 7.2 JO .4 31'. 00 IS. 7 s 4 23.8 3U.OO 17.7 6.7 27 7 
337 so 2'. I 13.2 48.9 337.50 38.9 18 .4 '' ' 















































"·' JI. J ll 1 
U.1 
15. 5 



















TAIL£ 2--P£D£STllAll MIND Y£LDCITl£S AND TUllUL£NC£ INTENSITIES 
INTEINATIDNAL P~ACE PNAS£ I UITN EXISTING OFF-IANP 
UHSIUIMF 











'·' 4.1 5 4 
'·' 12.4 I 7. 7 
UlllS/UIMF 
<PERCENT> 


















































. 0. 00 
22 .50 
45.00 











































UllE All /U I HF 
C PEI CE MT> 
23 4 
46.t 













URftS/U I HF 
<PUCE NT i 
10.2 
., . 8 
13 ' IS. t 
U.I 
25.8 







8 ' U.4 
URRS/UIHF 
C PEICENT > 
t.2 
". 7 ., 4 
t2. 7 
t.4 
17 .0 .,_, 
21 .4 
It .4 










". 9 54.3 
107.l 
101. l 
































I lS. 00 
157. so 









<Pf ICE MT> 
24.3 
4'.0 




31. I u.o 
20.0 
l4 ... 
14. 4 u. 7 
1'. 0 
24. s 
TAIL£ 2·-P£0£STllAN MIND Y£LOCJTIES AHO TURIULEHCE IHTEHSITIES 
INTERNATIONAL PLACE PHASE I YITH EXISTING OFF-RAMP 
LO CAT ION ,. 
UlllS/UlllF Ultllll+l '•UlftS/UlNF UNI> Ult£ All /U INF 
( fl'E:ICfMT > <PUCE: HT> AZ ll•UTM < Pf:IC!ffT > 
'·' n.o 0.00 39.0 17.7 72.' 22 .50 ,. . l u I 64 :J 45.00 
43 ·' u 1 
' ' 2 
,7 .50 '.4 
t2.' 'l. t 90.00 33 .s 20.' 79. I 112 ,. ''·' 20 4 71. 7 US.00 77 I 17. 7 .... 157 .so 49.2 
17., '7.t 110 .00 44.6 
U.t 48.l 202. so HI t.Z 33.1 225. 00 3'.I 
S.t U.2 241.SO S0.2 
,.2 23. 7 210 00 U.I 
' I H.t 2t2 .so ". t 7.4 30. l 315. 00 3'. I 
t.7 Jt. I JJ7. 50 52.J 
URftS/UINF 
< PUCE:NT> 
























"·' 1, .• 
THLE z--PEDESTRIAN YIND VELOCITIES AND TURIULENCE INTENSITIES 
I N TE RN A T I ON AL PLACE PHASE 11 WITH NEW OF'F-RANP 
LOCATION LOCATION z 
WIND !JftUN/UINF UHS/UINf' UNEAN+l.5•URRSIUINF lllND UflEANIU I NF URPISIUIHF 
UPIEAN+l.5•URflS,UlNF 
AZINUTH <PERCENT) < rUCEHT i < PUCEHT > AZUUTH <PERCENT> <PUCE NT i <PERCENT> 
Co.00 , l ... ti. 3 75.t 0.00 32., to .0 47.8 n.:sei 37 ' 10. 2 '2. 7 
22.:SO 54.0 II .8 71. 7 
45 00 '.3 1.2 41 s 45.00 3'. s u 3 ". 5 
.;7. ,0 JI. 3 8.3 so.8 '7 .so 29.S 7.4 40.7 
9(1. (10 33 3 7 8 45.0 t0.00 4' .0 14 0 ,7 l 
112. so 13., IO.• 3t.2 112 so 
,._, ., • 14.J 
135. 00 t 7. 1 ,.4 2'.I U5.00 '2 ·' It.' 
80.5 
1'7. so 27 ·' t.2 
H.t lH.SO 57.7 '·' 7?. l t~~-~~ u.z 6.1 36. 3 ...... 4'. I II .0 IS.I 
202. 50 22.4 6.2 31. 6 202. so 25.8 to .1 41.9 
HP:H U:i 11:1 UJ IH:U H:I UJ :• ... 7.Z yo oo "O ., l" • ,o_, 170.00 ,0.4 u 4 n., J . ., f" '§- 50 l.f i . ' J4.0 ,,_50 47.0 u. a 70.S 
l . "~ ~-.., 1.s. ~ ... ~. ~ .s1.,.~~ 4J .• H.J 
,~ ,. 
1'l7.~tl ~•."T "~.9 .9 .• . ...... . ... . ... t~·-~ 
LOU Tl OH 3 LOUTIOH 4 
MIND UNUN/UIHF UlllS/UINF UNEAN+t .5•UINSIUIHF MIND UllE AN /U I NF URNS/U INF UNEAH+t.5•URNSIUIHF 
AZINUTN < rUC£NT i <PUC ENT> < PUCEHT > AZIMUTH <PUCE NT> <PEI CENT i < PUCEHTi 
0 00 22. 2 '·' 3'.5 0.00 21. l •. l 33 .3 22.50 20.1 t.J l4. 7 22.50 11.1 4.0 17 7 
45. 00 32., 12.2 SO.t 45.00 28 .3 t.O 41 .• 
,7. 50 It. 0 7.t 30. I ,7 .50 27.t I 7 41. 0 
90.00 31. 4 12. l 4'.6 to .00 30.I ll.' 48.7 
112. 50 4J. l 14. 2 '4. 4 112. 50 4S .5 lJ. 5 ". 8 
135. 00 3'. 7 12 • " 0 135.00 27.6 ti·' 45.0 157. 50 2t.J t.4 43.4 U7.,0 20.I 17. 0 JO., 110. 00 21 ' ••• 34.' tl0.00 ".8 • 2 32 I 202. 50 15.J lJ. I 5'.1 202.,0 JJ .4 lJ.' 53.8 225 00 31.' t. I 45., HS. 00 33 ·' ll. 5 51. l 247. 50 35.J ll.' 5J. l 247.SO J7.4 lJ. 4 57.5 
270.00 n.o 13. 4 552 270. 00 3' .2 13.I '° .0 
292. 50 JI. I It. J 41.1 ZtZ. 'O .,.2 14., ".0 
31~.00 33.4 14. l 54., 315.00 43 .5 14.S ".3 
JJ7. 50 17.4 '·' 27.J JJ7. ,0 24. 7 IO. 5 40.5 
TABLE 2--PEDESTRIAN VIND YELOCI Tl ES AHi> TUUULEHCE IHTENSI TIES 
INTUHATIOUL PUCE PHASE 11 WITH HEW OFF-rAftP 
LOCATION 5 LOCH ION ' 
l'IHO UftUMl'UIMF UIUlll'UlllF URfAll+l.,•URftl/UlllF WINO UftfAll/U I HF U•ftS/U I NF UftEAll+l.,•URftSl'UlllF 
AZ UtUTH C PUC ENT> (PERCENT> t PERCENT) AZlftUTH (PERCENT> (PERCENT> <PERCENT> 
0.00 ti. I 5.t 27.7 0.00 3J.8 6.8 44.0 
22.50 31.' •. t 43.1 22.SO 42.7 8.0 54.7 
45.00 41 6 tl J " 5 45.00 40.' lJ. 6 '°. 9 67. 50 2S.t l 0. l 41. l '7.SO ". 3 7.2 27 2 to.00 27. t 8.t 40.5 to.oo 38.4 11 .4 "·' 112. 50 2S.8 •. l 31. 0 112. so 32 .2 11. 3 4'. l 
135. 00 43., 15 5 "·. us. 00 JS .4 10.2 50. 7 157. 50 49.2 15. s 72.4 157.50 42 .5 9.5 ". 7 
180. 00 48.' 15.7 72. 4 tl0.00 30.6 to .0 45., 
202. so S4., 13. 3 74.S 202.50 21.5 10.7 44., 
us. 00 JI. 0 U.7 n.t 225.00 41 ·' 
to .• 57.8 
247 '50 14., ,.s 24.7 247. so 31., 12 ·' 
56.7 
270 00 14.' ,.7 25.0 270.00 2t. 7 lJ ·' 
50. t 
292.SO 14.7 7 l ZS.4 2'2.SO U.3 '·' 2'. 3 J 15. 00 14.I '·' u.o JlS.00 ".t 6.J 2,.4 337.50 ts. 5 ,.s 2S.3 33 7. 50 22. 7 7.3 JJ .6 
LOCATION 7 LOCATION I 
WINO URUll/Ulllf UIUIS/U lllf UftfAN+l.,•URftS/Ulllf W lllO UftfAN/U I Hf URftS/U I HF UftEAll+l.,•URftSl'UINF 
AZ IRUTM C PUC ENT> < PUCENT > C PEICENT > AZlftUTH c PEICEMT> C PEICEHT > C PEICENT > 
0.00 27.7 11. l 44. 4 0.00 27. l to.' 43 .4 
22. '° 3'. a ll.' 53.4 22 .so 42 .2 IS. I ,4.1 45.00 J7.0 12. 0 55. 0 45.00 .., .J a6.5 74. a 
,7. so U.7 '·' JI. a '7.SO 32.• u.s 51.4 to.oo 1'. 6 1.7 J2. 7 to.00 21.J 8.6 34.2 
au.so 21., 12.3 47. I au.so Z3 .4 9.7 37 ·' 
tl5. 00 2t.' t.7 U.1 t35. 00 31.7 t2. J 50.J 
157. so It.I ••• 33.0 1'7. '" H.4 10., 4Z .4 110. 00 2t. 2 8 6 J4 2 110. 00 24 .I to. 1 40.t 
202. so 21.' 9.S 3' 2 202.SO 25.2 9.4 39. 3 
225. 00 ti., 7.5 2'.I 225. 00 2t. 1 t2. 7 41.J 
247. 50 15.2 '·' 24.t 247. so 33 .I t2. 2 52.0 270.00 2'. J 10.2 41.' 270. 00 18 .2 l.J JO. 7 
2'2. so 27.2 9. 1 40.t 2'2.50 ., . 7 1.4 32.3 
315.00 24.t 9.0 JI. 4 315.00 22 .J 7., 33.8 
337.50 a 7. l ,.3 2'., 337. so 2' .5 8.5 39 .2 
Tr.BLE 2--PEOESTRIAH WIHC. YELOCITIES AHC. TUlf!HiLEHCE IHTEHSITIES 
IHTE,HATI OHAL PLACE PHASE 11 WI TH HEW OFF-rAnP 
LO CATI OH ';\ UJCATIOH 10 
fill Hti IJ " EA "/ u IN F UUSIU INF UPIEAH+I 5 • U!i' PIS/ LI I HF W IHti ll!tEAH/UlHF 
U !i' ~ S / 11 I ~H' U~EA~+!.~•U!i'~5/UINF 
AZl"UTH <PERCENT> <PERCENT> (PErCEHTi AZIPIUTH tPERCEHT> (PERCENT> 
(PERCE HT> 
(• (•<;< 32 7 I 1 . t 4, 3 0 00 21 .0 7 ' 32 5 22. 5(: 35. 5 13 8 5f,. 2 22 .50 30 .8 14 l 51 ' 45. 01) 47 3 14 ' " 2 45 00 ;20 .2 ' 1 33 ' '7. 50 4 3. 4 10 8 " ' '7 .50 37 8 10 8 54 0 90 (•0 25 4 ' ' 39 8 90 .00 34 .0 8 5 40 .9 1 I 2 '5C. 25 7 11 I 42. 4 1I2 . SC. 41 .5 11 1 '58 2 135 00 2' 0 11 3 ., 0 135 00 31 .5 10 4 47 1 
157 '51i 33 7 13 5 54 0 157 50 33 .9 ' ' 48 3 180. 00 32. 7 13 4 52 7 180 00 3, 1 9 7 50 ~ 202 50 28. ' ' ' 4 3. 0 202 .50 35 2 8 ' 48 225 00 20 9 8 1 33 0 225 00 31 .2 ' 4 45 2 247 '5C: I 7. 4 7. 3 28 4 24 7 50 14 8 ' 5 ;(4 4 L 7 C• (•0 18 ' 8 1 30 8 270 00 29 .5 9 2 43 3 2'2. 50 18 4 7. I 2' (I 2,2 50 33 2 ' ' 47 ' 31' 00 1 7 7 7 0 28 3 315 00 28 0 7 ' 39 .4 ,., .,. 50 2'. ' 8. 8 43 2 337 . 50 22.8 7 ' 34 2 
LOCAT!OH 1 1 LOCATION 12 
WI Hli Ul'IEAHIU IHF Ur.PIS/UIHF UPIEAH+l .5•U,nSIUIHF W IHO UPIEAH/U I HF urns1u 1 HF Ul'IEAH+I s•urnSIUIHF 
AZl"UTH (PERCENT> ( PEll'C ENT~ '· PE~CENT :• AZ I l'IUTH (PERCENT> <PERCEHT> 
( PE!':CEHT > 
0 00 3!S. ' 11 . 4 53. 0 0 .00 24.0 ' ' 38 .9 22 50 33. 0 7 8 44 8 22 :so 27.2 8 .3 3' 7 
45 00 43 1 1(o 5 58. ' 45 00 JO 8 8 1 43 0 '7 50 31. 4 I 0 (I 4€- 4 '7 . 50 38 7 11 l 55 4 
90. 00 38 1 9 7 52 ' 90 00 391 10 0 54 0 112. 50 2'. ' I 0. 0 45. (I 112. 50 38 .0 10 ' '53 ' 135 00 2£ 1 1 0. 0 41 2 135. 00 21. 9 8 9 35 1 15 7. '5C:. 48 8 14 f, 7c;.. 1 157.50 2,.0 13 1 48 ' 18Ct. (10 38 7 15 1 '1 4 180 00 37.5 1] .3 57 ' 202. 50 3Ct. 1 1 4 9 52 3 202.50 36 5 11 .4 53 .7 
225 00 18 4 ' 0 31. ' 225.00 26.8 8 ' JfJ ' 247. 56 34. 1 13 7 54 f, 247 50 11. 8 4 5 18 5 
270 00 3' ' 13. 7 57 2 ~70 00 20 5 8 2 32 
.8 
292.50 31 3 11 . 7 48 ' 292.50 20., 8 0 32 ' 31' OC< 28 4 ' ' 43 3 315.00 t8. 4 7 2 2'J 3 337 '5C:. 2~ l 7 ' 37. 0 337. 50 1'. 4 f, 2 24 ' 
TAILE 2--PEO[STRIAH VIH~ YELOCITIES ~HO TURBULENCE IHTEHSITIES 
IHTERNATIOHAL PLACE PHASE II VITH HEV OFF-IAftr 
LO CATI OH 13 LOCATION 14 
V1"0 iJftflH/U llt' UHS/UlltF Uft!AN+l.S•URftS/Ulltf VIND UU'.All/U lllF UIUIS/U I Nf Ufl£Afl+ l '*lH,ftS/IJ INF 
HZ ll'IUT H <PERCENT> ( PUC£HT) < PEIC£NT > AZUIUTH C PH CE HT> ( P£RCEHT> <PERCENT> 
0 00 37.2 U.3 '2 7 0.00 u., 7.4 2'.0 
22 ,0 42.7 8.3 5'.2 22.SO 17.7 '.I 2'.9 
45. 00 45.0 tl. 5 U.l 45.00 2L2 7 ' Jl .0 
,1. 50 24., 1.1 31. t 61. so ., . l 7 4 30.4 
t0.00 18. t 5 ' 
21.0 90.00 17. 3 7.0 27 ' 
112. 50 24.2 8.4 U.8 112 so 20.6 •. 4 34.7 
135. 00 3'.0 ••• 4t 2 us.oo 40 .s t.S 54 • 1'7.50 3'.2 IZ. 5 57.' 157. 50 51 .2 14.2 72 .5 
180.00 21.' 13.' .... 2 180. 00 50., 14.' 12 l 
202. 50 u.' '·' 2'.9 202.50 41.2 13 1 '7. 7 22500 30.6 ' 4 44. 7 225. 00 20.t 7., 31 ' 247. so ll.' ., 2 2t.7 247.,0 12 .• 5. I 20.5 
210. to 24. 4 9.0 J7.8 270.00 22.t to. 4 JI·' 
2'2. 50 2'.2 9.4 U.3 2'2.50 ., .0 8.0 n o 
Jt5 00 u.o t.4 H.I 31'. 00 14. 7 ,,7 24.7 
337.50 H.3 8.5 4 t. l 331.50 IZ .9 5.2 20.7 
LOCATION 15 LOCATIOH u 
llHO UHHIUIMf UHSIUIMF UftfAH+l .S•UlftS/UIHF VIND UftfAll/UINF URftS/U I HF Ufl£AH+l.5•U'-flS/UlMF 
U UIUTH ( PUC£NT) C PUCE NT> CPUCUT> AZ I HUTH < PHCENT> <PEIC£MT > C PERCENT> 
0.00 27.' 1., 39 2 0.00 25.5 8 l 31.9 
22.SO 31.t 8.4 SI. S 22 _,. n.e ' . 32. 4 45.00 45.4 12. 2 '37 45.00 29 ' 7.t 41.7 &1. so u.s 12. 3 S4.9 17 .so n.9 I 3 l2 .4 to.oo 20.l 7 4 JI. 4 to.00 25.0 7.4 H.l 
112.so u.s ll. 4 45.5 au.so 30. l 9.2 44.0 
13'. 00 50.J t t. 7 ,7. 8 135.00 27.I 7.0 JI. l 
U7.SO 71 .• IS. O 94 3 157 .so 22. I 1.0 34. I 
110. 00 ,4.4 U.4 •••• 110 .00 11 .• 7.2 H 1 202. so 41. 1 I0.2 S7.0 zoz.so lS. t s.z 22.t 
us. 00 40.8 ••• 54.2 HS .00 29.4 lJ .2 4'.2 247'. so u.' 8.S 32. 7 241.50 30 3 12. 3 48.7 
270.00 24. l to.o Jt.I 210.00 n.t t.o l2 ·' ztz.so 23.I ••• II.I 2'2. so It.I .. , 32. s JU. 00 20.3 7.& JI·' JU .00 H.7 U.4 4'.4 
337 so 23.0 '. l u. t 331.SO 23. l t. I 37.0 
TH Lt 2·-PIDllTllAN MIND YtLOCITltl AND TUllULUCt IMTUSI T JES 
I NTllNATI DMllL PLACE PHASE II WI TH HEW DF'F-RAll' 
LOCATION 17 LOCATION 11 
lllHD UllUM/UINF UlllS/UlllF UlllAN+t.,•UlllS/UIHF It IND UNEAH/UINF UR"S/U I NF UllEAN+t.,•URNS/UINF 
AZlftUTH C PUC UT> <PUC UT> <PUCE NT> Al lllUTll C PUCE:NT) CPUCEHT> C PUCEHT) 
0.00 15 .• 6. I 14 ' 0.00 30.2 II. 3 
47. 2 
U.SO 21.7 IO.S J7.S 22.SO 31.t 14. I St.I 
45.00 n.1 9.6 41.0 45.00 3'. 3 12. 2 54.6 
67. so 27. 4 1.2 U.7 67.SO 2J .6 7.t 3S 4 
t0.00 22.t I.I JS.I to.00 U.3 S.6 24.7 
tu.so 4'. J U.I 70.0 112.so 21.4 10.S 44 2 
13:1.00 20. 3 7.1 U.l us.oo ,. . 7 u 4 76. 3 
tS7.SO 20.3 6.4 U.t U7. SO 72. l 15.' ". J 
110. 00 22.2 7.S 33.4 .... 00 74.3 14.6 ".2 
202. so ... J S.7 27.' 202. 50 ".4 12. J 7'. t 
ZUl.00 17.Z S. I 14.t zn.oo SI .I 10.6 74. 7 
247. so " 4 
6.0 4.4 247.50 34.I t t 4t ·' 270.00 24.3 7.1 JS.7 270 .00 13.' ' 2 
Zl. 3 
2t2. so 23.1 1.0 U. I 2'2. so ".0 4.0 U.t 
31 S. 00 lS.Z 6.4 24.I 315 .00 17 .4 7.4 28 ·' 337. so 14.3 4.1 Zl.S 317.50 24.S t.4 31 ' 
LOCUION 1' LOCATIH zo 
ltlNO UllUN/UIMF UlllS/UIMF UftEAN+t.S•UlllS/UINF ltlllD UllEH/U I MF UlllS/U I MF UNEAll+t.S•UlllS/UINF 
AZll'IUTH <PUC UT> < PUUNT > < Pl!J.Cl!NT > HlllUTH C PUCl!NT > ( l'UC!HT > < l'UCfHT> 
0.00 24.Z 1.4 H.I 0.00 u.s 1.0 35 .4 
22.SO 41. 7 .... Sl.O u.so U.6 t.o 37.l 
45.00 n. 1 u. 3 St. I 45.00 IS.O ' 0 38 .s 67. so 22. 3 I t 35. 7 '7.SO U.4 1.4 H.O 
90.00 It. 0 I. I 312 '° .00 24.3 •. t 3' .s 
tu.so 35. z lt.O 63. 7 llZ. so "·' ll. I 76.6 us.oo 45. z Zt. 3 77.Z US.00 51. 7 13.' 7t.' 
IS7. SO 47.0 u. J 65.S 157. 50 3'. J 14 .• 58 .6 
110. 00 SZ. I tz.' 72. z llO .00 53.4 'j·l 74. t 
202. so 46. J to. J U. I 202.SO 42 .2 I . S '2 .5 
225. 00 43. 1 9.7 S7. 7 us .00 2S .S 1Z .4 44. I 
247. so 22. I 7.7 J4.4 247.SO II .8 4.t It.I 
270.00 ti. 7 4.3 11.z 170 .00 U.I 4.1 24.0 
292. so 14.0 4.6 20.9 2t2.SO 10 .I J.l 15.8 
315.00 It. t 6. 1 21. 3 315 .00 21.0 t·' 31. 3 337. so 24. 3 1.0 36. l ll7.SO 21.4 .3 42.4 
TAIL[ 2--P[D£STRIAN llNO ¥£LOCITl[S AND TUUUUHC[ IHTEHSI T 1£5 
INTERNATIONAL PLACE PHAS[ II llTH MEI OFF-,AftP 
LOCATION 21 LOCATION 22 
wuo UftHNIU INr ur.11s1uu.r Ull!AN+l.,•URllSIUINr ""' Ull!ANIU I Hr UJ.ftS/U I HF UllfAN+l.,•UJ.ftS/UINf AZlllUTH CPEICENT> C PUCE NT> < PEICENT > UlllUTH <PERCENT> <PERCENT> <PERCENT> 
0.00 U.t 4.1 21. z 0 .00 U.6 5.8 24.3 
22. 50 n.o U.4 S1.6 22.50 25 .6 ti. 4 42.7 
45.00 23.0 t. I U.7 U.00 40 .3 " 2 
,4.6 
17. 50 20.• 7.Z JI. 7 '7.50 25 .0 ' 1 3' ·' to. oo· 24. 0 1.6 U.t" 90.00 Jt .0 ll. 4 ". l 
112.SO 41.l 15.' 72. l au.so 33.t 10.3 4'. 3 us. 00 ". 4 11. J u.s ll5. 00 lt.t ti. 7 4t. s 157. so 4'.' ••• 14.6 U7.SO H.l t.4 37.4 110. 00 41. t 12. I 60. 4 110.00 u.o 5 I U.6 
202. so 2l l I I 3'. z 202. 50 U.I 4 4 22. 3 
22'. 00 12. l l.7 17.6 22'.00 U .2 4.6 20.1 
247. so 11. 4 l.4 U.4 247 .50 20.2 7.t 32. I 
270. 00 ll. 5 4. l 17.6 210. 00 u.z 1.5 H.O 
292. 50 u. 7 4.6 20.1 2'2. 50 U.I 4 2 
., I 
JI 5. 00 12. I 4.2 It. l JU. 00 U.J 6.0 25.2 
337.50 U.t 4.7 20.t 337. 50 H.7 1.0 2S.7 
LOCATI OH 2l LO CAT ION 24 
llHD UllHNIUUlr UlllSIU I Hr Ull!AN+l.S•URllSIUJNr WIND UllU1HIUINF Ul'llS/U I HF UllfAH+l.S•URllS/UIMF 
AZ lllUTH <PUC ENT> <P£1CEHT> c PUC ENT> AZ I RUTH < PHCENT> < PHCENT > <PERCENT> 
0.00 24.I t 0. t 40 0 0 00 41.2 .... 75 .9 
22. so n.t IS. J 51·' ZZ.50 42.1 11.2 70.I 
45.00 u. l l l. l 4 .• 45.00 "·' U.I 14 • 17. so U.7 IS. t 57.1 '7.SO "·' 15.4 7' .0 to. oo 42. 2 ti. 4 U.I '° .00 74.4 15. 4 97.5 
112.SO JI. 2 17.J 14.2 112. 50 to .J II. l 107.0 us. 00 3t. 2 U.t SO.t us .00 12.6 ll. 5 102.t 
.,, . 50 21.s l l. 2 4S.2 IS7. SO '7 .0 11.4 94.6 
.... 00 21.2 10.2 43.5 110.00 31.5 18. 4 ".0 
202.,. 37.4 ll. 2 S4. I 202 .so 33 .4 l4 4 54.t us.oo It.' 7.2 JO.I 215 .00 2S. I t.t 40.0 
247.SO "·' 1.7 U.t 247. so 21.I ti .4 4' .0 270. 00 U.l l l. I 42.t 270 .00 2' ·' '·' 41 .4 2'2. so It. 0 7.7 JO.I HZ.SO J4 .6 10.t SO.t 
JI 5. 00 28 2 11. I 4S.t JU.00 45 .0 17.J 70.t 
337. so 24.7 '·' n.s 337 .so 4' .4 20.7 80.S 
THLE 2--PEDESTRIA" llND VELOCITIES AMO TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
INTEINATIONAL PLACE PHASE II ltlTH NEY OFF-P.A"P 
LOCATIO" 2:5 LOCATION 26 
ltlND U"HN/UINF UlllllUllF U"EAN+t.,•UlftS/UINF llND U"EAN/U INF URNS/UINF UNEAN+l.S•URRS/UINF 
AZlnUTH <PUC ENT i <PUC ENT i <Pf IC UT i AZ lllUTH < P'UCENT > <PUCENT> <PERCENT> 
0.00 24.Z I.I 37. z 0.00 zo.e 17 33.I 
22.50 44.' 17.4 70.7 zz so ". J 21. J 8J. J "'·oo ., l Zl. l 11. l 4S.OO 67.1 zz ' 1oz.1 ,7. so "·' "·' t4. J '7.SO u 0 12.' 72.0 ,0 00 71.' 1'.Z .101.1 ,0.00 '5 ' 14.4 77. 1 112.50 U.4 U.I 14.2 112.SO " 7 11. J 8J. 7 l 3' oo '°·' 14.4 IZ.4 US.00 SS.I 16.I IO.' 157.SO u. J 10.I S2.S IS7. SO 20.I ' ' Jl I 110. 00 J7. 4 IZ. l U.I 110 .00 Zt.t , .. 42 z 
202. '° SI.I u. l 12.' 202.SO so .• IS 7 74 ' 225.00 53. 7 II. 7 71.l ZZS.00 Sl.S l3. 1 71.2 
247. 50 Jt.I 11.' S7.6 247.SO 41 . l IS o 63.' 
270. 00 Zl. 4 ,.6 35.t 270. 00 ZI .I I.I 34., 
Ztz. SO 42. J tt. 4 71.4 ZtZ. SO ZS.7 11. 4 42.' 
31'. 00 31. 7 U.1 '°·' 31S. 00 H.I 12. 0 44.7 JJ7. so JI.' 12. l ,0.0 3J7. so 25.2 10.7 41. J 
LOCATI OH 27 LOCATION 21 
ltlND UHU/UIMF UlllS/U IMF UNEAN+l.S•UIMS/UINF ltlND UHAl/UIHF UR .. S/U I NF U"EAM+t.S•URNS/UINF 
AZl .. UTH <PUC ENT> < PE'-CENT > < P'EICENT > AZlllUTH < PUCEHT > C PUCE NT> C PERCENT> 
0 00 3'.' 14.6 SI.I 0 00 H.I 11. l 43.S 
22. so 31.' 10.S 47 ' zz .,0 23. 7 8.J 
3' l 
45.00 IS. I '·' 24.7 45.00 
.,_, 
'. l 2' .0 ,7. ,. 42.3 l l. l ,._, '7.SO H., 7.7 40. l 
to.00 60.' 11. 7 71.0 to.00 21.S 6.8 38. 7 
112.50 U. I 11. 2 14.I 112.SO 23 .z '·' :n .1 l JS. 00 4'.6 U.4 "· 7 US.00 ., .z 6.7 Zt.3 • ,7_,. 47 t 13. J 67. 0 IS7. so 17 .• S.7 2'. 2 
110. 00 37. 0 12. t n.z 110.00 Zt.4 7 .,7 33. 0 
202. ,0 It.' 1.4 JZ.S 202.SO 44.2 14 .• ". 4 us.oo 20.4 II. 9 31.Z zzs.oo 41.Z 12. 7 '°. 3 
247. so 24.I UJ 44.I 247 .SO 32. 7 14. 4 54 4 
270. 00 17.' I I 2'.6 270.00 25. I t.O 38.6 
2'2. so 24 2 11.' 42.0 2U .SO 44.t 14.' " ' llS.00 42.7 17. 2 u.s 31S. 00 33.6 13. l 53.3 
Jl7. so 40., 1,.7 "· 7 
JJ7. so 31.9 U.2 ,. . 8 
THLE 2·-PEDESTllAH lflHO YELOCITIES ANO TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
IHTERHATIOHAL PLAC£ PHASE II UITH NEU orr-RAftP 
LOCATION 29 LOCATION 30 
llllHO UftEAll/Ulltr UHSIU HF Uft!AN+t.,•URftS/UlllF ¥IND U"EAH/VIMf oirns10 t "' U"EAH•l.,•ur.nS/QIHF 
AZ UIUTH < PtlCEMT > < PllCtMT > < PEICtHT > AZlftUTH C PERCENT> ! PERCENT> <PERCENT) 
0 00 ,4.3 u. z 12 1 0.00 21 . I 1 .0 31 . 7 
22. '!) 39. z 1'. z u 0 zz .so 2'. 7 12 .8 48 ' .. ,.00 28. 3 u. 0 47 .• 45.00 2J .2 • 1 3' J 
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HZ.SO 14.I 5.2 22.6 2'2 .so ., . 3 ., 8 1 n. t 
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WIND DEFINITION 
Definition of the wind climate in Boston is 
complicated by the complex coastal geometry which can 
cause atmospheric stability effects to be significant for 
a wide range of wind speeds. Two types of stability can 
affect the winds: 1) stably stratified winds where the 
ground or water surface is cooler than the ovetlying air 
mass and 2) unstably stratified winds where the ground or 
water surface is warmer than the overlying air mass. 
Stability effects can effectively change the distribution 
of velocity with height above the surface. The coastal 
site can also influence wind climatology through 
temperature differences between land and water. These 
tempera tu re differences can induce winds locally near the 
coast which are not closely associated with larger 
(synoptic or meso) scale atmospheric motions driving the 
general 
All of 
atmospheric circulations and weather patterns. 
these thermally induced effects are most 
influential for the lower speed winds which are 
significant for pedestrian comfort applications. These 
effects become insignificant for the extreme wind events 
which the building frame and cladding are designed to 
resist. Turbulent mixing at high wind speeds destroys the 
thermal gradients within the atmospheric boundary layer. 
Location of National Weather Service anemometers at 
Logan International Airport provides a good source of wind 
data which is in an open area away from significant 
influence of buildings but close enough to the City of 
Boston to have winds representative of the City. The 
airport has three basic sources of wind data: 1) hourly 
data from an anemometer at 22 feet above ground which 
provides representation data set for pedestrian level 
winds, 2) fastest mile data from an anemometer which 
varied in elevation from 22 feet to 62 feet in elevation 
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which provides low probability event data not present in the 
hourly data at 22 feet, and 3) pilot balloon wind profile 
data which provides information primarily on winds at the 
top of the atmospheric boundary layer. 
An analysis of the surface winds was made to determine 
the consistency of the hourly and fastest mile wind data and 
to determine its applicability for use for pedestrian wind 
analysis and structural loading. Figure A. I shows the 
results of that analysis. The data points are the 
cumulative distribution of winds by direction (open circles) 
and individual fastest mile wind events (solid circles). 
The hourly data were translated to a gradient height of 900 
feet with a 0.16 power law exponent. The fastest mile wind 
data was converted to an equivalent hourly wind using gust 
factors [Al] and translated to a gradient height of 900 feet 
with a 0.16 power law. Thus, both sets of data were brought 
to a common time average and elevation. In actuality, the 
hourly data are not true hourly averages but are one-minute 
averages obtained once an hour, on the hour. The best 
estimate of the hourly mean from those samples is the sample 
value although some samples will obviously be too high or 
low. A method to correct these data to something approxi-
mating true hourly means is in research stages by the 
authors, but was not incorporated here due to the stability 
effects noted in the data. 
The fastest mile events shown in Figure A.1 were 
established by obtaining the highest, fastest mile for each 
of 8 wind directions for 42 years of record from the 
National Climatic Center, Asheville, North Carolina. The 
336 resulting values corrected to hourly mean at gradient 
level, were ordered from highest to lowest and assigned 
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probabilities of 
i p • 
i N + 1 
where i is the order number of the sample and N • 367,920, 
the total number of hours in the 42 year record. By using 
only the 95 largest values, the resulting velocity/ 
probability combination&· should reasonably represent the 
low probability events. The data plotted in Figure A.l 
show that the fastest mile data form a continuous curve 
with the hourly data. Since fastest mile data was only 
available at 8 wind directions·, the values at intermediate 
directions were interpolated. 
The probabilistic model fit to the data and shown on 
Figure 1 was, for each wind direction, a Weibull 
P ( > U) • Ae - [ ~] k 
where A, c and.k are constants. The value of A represents 
the fraction of time the wind blows from each of the 16 
directions considered and was obtained from the published 
distribution of hourly data. The sum of A's from all wind 
directions was required to equal 1.0, a necessary condi-
tion for a consistent probability definition. The values 
of c and k were obtained by least squares fit. 
Examination of Figure A.l shows that the data points 
do not follow precisely a straight line but have a defi-
nite curvature. This same curvature has been identified 
by Rijkoort [A2] to be due to atmospheric stability 
effects. 
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Because of the significant stability effects noted in 
the data, it is more accurate to use the surface wind data 
(22 feet) for pedestrian winds than to use gradient level 
winds. For the pedestrian wind analysis, the basic data was 
used with linear interpolation between data points, rather 
than the analytical fit to be sure that all characteristics 
of the probability distribution were properly included. 
This data appears in Table A.1. The translation of the data 
to gradient level did not distort the probability distribu-
tion since the translation used the same neutral boundary 
layer characteristics which were used in the wind-tunnel 
model. 
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TABLE A1 
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY Of WIN~ &IRECTION AND SPEED 
GENERAL LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (19,5-1974) 
SEASON ANNUAL NO. OF OSS.= 
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Figure Al. Wind Speeds in Boston by Direction 
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EXPERIMENTAL MFASUREMENTS 
Wind velocity measurements were performed in the 
environmental wind tunnel at Colorado State University 
(Figure B.l). The same wind tunnel was used during the 
Part 1 flow visualization study. 
Vertical profiles of mean velocity and logintudinal 
turbulence intensity were measured upstream of the model 
to determine that an approach boundary layer flow 
appropriate to the site had been established. Approach 
profiles were specified in the Pedestrian Flow Visualization 
Study. Profiles were also obtained at the building site 
with the building removed to show the influences of 
surrounding buildings. 
In addition, mean veloity and turbulence intensity 
measurements were made 5 to 7 feet (full-scale) above the· 
surface at each of the pedestrian locations for 16 wind 
directions. The measurement locations are shown in 
Figures 1 though 3. The surface measurements indicate the 
wind environment to which a pedestrian at the measurement 
location would be subjected. The locations were chosen to 
determine the pedestrian environment on and near the pro-
ject site prior to and after construction and at selected 
locations away from the project site. 
Measurements were made with a single hot-film anemo-
meter which was mounted with its axis vertical. The 
instrumentation used was a TS!, Inc. constant temperature 
anemometer (Model 1050) with a 0.002 inch diameter 
platinum film sensing element. Output was directed to the 
on-line data acquisition system for analysis. 
Calibration of the hot-film anemometer was performed 
by comparing output with the reference Pitot-static probe 
in the wind tunnel. The calibration data were fit to a 
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variable exponent King's law relationship of the form 
E2 = A + BVC 
where E is the hot-film output voltage, V the velocity and 
A, B and C are coefficients selected to fit the data. The 
above relationship was used to determine the mean velocity 
at measurement points using the measured mean voltage. 
The fluctuating velocity in the form Vrms (root-mean-
square velocity) was obtained from 
2 E E rms 
where E is the root-mean-square (about the mean) rms 
voltage output from the anemometer. For interpretation, 
all turbulence measurements for pedestrian winds were 
divided by the mean velocity V inf at 900 feet near the 
edge of the atmospheric boundary layer. Turbulence 
intensity in velocity profile measurements used the local 
mean velocity. 
Mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles for 





in which V is the mean velocity at height z, V inf is a 
reference wind speed at reference height zinf at which 
the Pitot-static probe was mounted in the wind tunnel, and 
n is a constant which depends on the characteristics of 
the upstream roughness. 
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Three different approach profiles were to be used in 
the study. Those target profiles and the actual profiles 
obtained in the wind tunnel were: 
Power Law Ex2onent, n Gradient 
Profile Wind Directions Tar~et Wind Tunnel Height 
a) 25-125° 0.16 0.17 900 
b) 125-215° 0.23 0.23 1200 
c) 215-360° '0-25° 0.30 0.29 1400 
Measured profiles of longitudinal turbulence intensity 
in the flow approaching the modeled area and at the build-
ing site are shown in Figures Bl through B2. The three 
velocity profiles are close to those selected for the Pe-
destrian Flow Visualiza tiai Study. The turbulence int en-· 
sities are appropriate for the approach mean velocity 
profiles selcted. For the velocity profiles, turbulence 
intensity is defined as the root-mean-square about the 
mean of the longitudinal velocity fluctuations divided by 
the local mean velocity U as shown 
v 
Tu = rms -v-
Velocity data obtained at each of the pedestrian 
measurement locations shown in Figures 1 through 3 are 
listed in Table 2 as mean velocity V/Vinf' turbulence 
intensity Vrm8 /Vinf' and as the largest effective gust. 
v -pk 
V + l.5V rms 
The mean and peak velocities obtained 5 to 7 feet above 
ground level are plotted in polar form in Appendix c. the 
Appendix B - 4 4127C 
graphs show velocity magnitude and the approach wind 
direction for which that velocity was measured. 
Mean velocity percentages above about 70 percent are 
quite high. High mean velocities for 3 to 5 or more 
approach wind azimuths for one location may indicate a 
highly windy environment. Values of V rms are of concern 
if they are above about 25 percent of Vinf--expecially 
if accompanied by a large mean velocity. Peak gusts, 
represented by (V + 1.5 V rms)V inf' in Table 1 can be 
considered as very large if above about 100 percent of 
VR. 
To enable a quantitative assessment of the wind envir-
onment, the wind-tunnel data were combined with wind 
frequency and direction information obtained at Logan 
International Airport. Table Al shows wind frequency by· 
direction and magnitude obtained from summaries published 
by the National Weather Service. See Appendix A for a 
discussion of this data. These data, obtained at an 
elevation of 22 feet, were combined statistically with the 
wind-tunnel data of Table 1 to obtain cumulative 
probability distributions of wind speed for the full-scale 
site at each pedestrian measurement location. The 
distributions are plotted 1n Appendix D. These curves 
show, for each pedestrian location, the percent of time 
that a given mean velocity or effective peak velocity is 
exceeded at that location. Because pedestrians will 
tolerae higher wind speeds for a smaller period of time 
than for lower wind speeds, these curves provide a means 
of evaluating the overall acceptability of a pedestrian 
location. 
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Figure B4. Approach and Site Velocity Profiles for Approach C 
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POLAR. PLOTS OF PEDESTRIAN WINDS 
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POIAR PLOTS OF PEDESTRIAN WINDS 
The graphs included in this appendix show the 
directional variation of measured wind speeds normalized 
by the wind speed at an elevation of 900 feet. 
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APPENDIX D 
PERCENT TIME EXCEEDED PLOTS 
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PERCENT TIME EXCEEDED PLOTS 
The graphs included in th.is appendix show the percent 
of time for which a given mean or gust velocity is ex-
ceeded for each pedestrian location for each configuration. 
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